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I. Introduction

Pastes and paints are suspensions which consist of either solid-liquid or
liquid-liquid mixtures. The latter are often referred to as emulsions. Both
paints and pastes are most frequently dispersions of microscopic or colloidal particles. Their flow behavior is of primary importance in all stages
of their existence. The rheological properties of the ingredients are among
the determining factors for the final product. The flow during grinding
189
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determines the degree of mixing, the color, and other physical characteristics. Most important of all, it is the purpose of such materials to serve
in applications involving flow, as in coating, spraying, dipping, brushing,
printing, and other spreading operations.
The nature of such suspensions is rather complex, so that their flow
behavior cannot be described by a single parameter, as would be desired
by the practical investigator. Consequently, complete stress-strain curves
are required to give a clue to the pattern of behavior of these materials
when used for their intended purposes.
This chapter considers practical methods of measuring the flow properties of such suspensions and interpreting the obtained stress-strain curves.
This must be done in such a manner as to provide information on the
behavior of these materials, when they are applied to surfaces that have
various physical characteristics and when they are subjected to different
stresses and strains or are made to flow through channels under changing
temperature conditions. In addition, suggestions are presented to indicate
the type of rheological properties preferred for given conditions of application and the means of improving them. It is with this last purpose in mind
that an attempt is made to show how some of the primary ingredients
and their physical characteristics, together with the physical conditions
of mixing, storing, and aging, can influence the flow behavior of the final
product.
II. Instruments

To measure the flow of a material, instruments registering shear rates
and forces are needed. The simplest qualitative indication is obtained by
observing the material as it flows from an object such as a glass rod, putty
knife, or paint brush. Crude as this way of judging the quality and suitability of a material is, many craftsmen still prefer this subjective method
of testing to more complex objective instrumentation.
1. ORIFICE-CAPILLARY

The simplest flow instruments are related to the subjective methods
and allow a measured volume of material to flow through an orifice. The
time of flow of a given volume is then an indication of the consistency of
the material. Examples of orifice instruments are: the Ford cup, the Zahn
cup, and the Saybolt viscometer. The last is a more elaborate instrument
and is usually equipped with a constant temperature bath. It is used most
frequently to measure the consistency of oils. For heavier materials which
do not flow under gravity alone, pressures are applied and the orifice is
lengthened. Such instruments are called extrusion viscometers, of which
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the Severs extrusion meter is one example. By extending the length of
the orifice and by making its diameter small, one of the oldest viscometers,
2 ,3
the capillary viscometer is obtained which permits flow either by gravity
alone or by application of pressures.
2. RELATIVE MOTION

Another type of viscometer is based on the principle of measuring the
speed of an object moving through the paste or liquid. The Gardner bub4
ble tube presents this type in its simplest form, where the object is an
air bubble which rises in a sealed tube filled with liquid. The bubble tube
can be employed for all kinds of oils, including materials of water viscosity.
5
In the Hoeppler-type viscometer, a solid ball of varying density serves
as the object. The fall of the ball can be electrically timed between two
contacts and the time is a measure of the consistency of the material.
6, 7
In the band viscometer, a band moves through the material. In other
cases, a plunger might be forced through a tubing or into the material,
as in the case of the penetrometer; or a ball might be made to slide down
8 ,9
an inclined plane or to move horizontally through the material.
The
10
Gardner Mobilometer measures the time required for a disk with holes
to fall through the material which is contained in a cylindrical vessel of
given length. Many variations of similar instruments have been investigated and are being employed. A survey of instruments can be found in
11
the literature.
3. ROTATION

To increase the relative speed of motion in a finite sample, the moving
object can be shaped in the form of a spindle or paddle which is made to
rotate in a fixed volume of material. The time of rotational motion under
1

K. Parker and L. Tritsch, Modern Plastics 30, (6), 129-34, 218 (1953).
E. C. Bingham, "Fluidity and Plasticity." McGraw-Hill, New York, 1922.
3
W. Ostwald, Kolloid-Z. 36, 99-117, 157-167, 248-259 (1925).
4
H. A. Gardner and H. C. Parks, Paint Mfrs: Assoc. U. S. Tech. Circ. 265, pp.
414-428 (1926).
6
F. Höppler, Chemiker-Ztg. 57, 62-63 (1933).
6
F. Wachholz and W. K. Asbeck, Kolloid-Z. 93, 280-297 (1940).
7
H. H. Hull, / . Colloid Sei. 7, 3 (1952).
8
H. L. Röder, "Rheology of Suspensions." Paris, Amsterdam, 1939.
9
H. Freundlich and H. L. Röder, Trans. Faraday Soc. 34, 308-316 (1938).
10
H. A. Gardner and G. G. Sward, "Physical and Chemical Examination of
Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers, and Colors," 11th ed. Gardner Laboratory, Bethesda,
Maryland, 1950.
11
G. W. Scott Blair, "Survey of General and Applied Rheology." Pitman, New
York, 1944.
2
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a given force for a predetermined number of revolutions or the force required for a constant time interval of rotational motion is measured, as
an indication of the consistency of the material. This type of instrument
is extensively employed in industry. The Brookfield viscometer, a spindle12
type instrument, is widely used in production applications since it is
easy to employ and can be dipped in almost any size container. The Stormer
viscometer, having a paddle as the rotational member, is the most widely
13
used instrument in the paint industry; the Brabender viscometer is one
of its more common modifications. Rotational viscometers of the concentric cylindrical form have most desirable features and are widely used
14 35
in research, " since they subject the material to a type of flow which can
be most readily analyzed mathematically, especially if the rotating members are designed so that the shearing stress is practically constant throughout the sheared sample. Some of these viscometers are built to record the
stress-strain curves directly and automatically in accordance with a preset
31 33
21
stress-strain sequence. " In the modified Stormer-type viscometer the
12

R. L. Bowles, R. P. Davie, and W. D . Todd, Modern Plastics 33(3), 140, 142, 144,
146,148 (1955).
13
C. R. Wicker and J. A. Geddes AST M Bull. 120, 11-18 (1943).
14
J. Pryce-Jones, Kolloid-Z. 129(213), 96 (1952).
18
M. Mooney and R. H. Ewart, Physics 5, 350 (1934).
16
R. F. MacMichael, J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 7, 961 (1915).
17
H. Green, Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed. 14, 576 (1942).
18
H. Green, "Industrial Rheology and Rheological Structures." Wiley, New York,
1949.
19
R. N. Traxler, J. W. Romberg, and H. E. Schweyer, Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed.
14, 340 (1942).
20
R. N. Traxler, Η. Ε. Schweyer, and J. W. Romberg, Ind. Eng. Chem. 36, 823
(1944).
21
Ε. K. Fischer, "Colloidal Dispersions." Wiley, New York, 1950.
22
R. Buchdahl, J. G. Curado, and R. Braddicks, Jr., Rev. Sei. Instr. 18, 168 (1947).
23
J. W. Smith and P. D . Applegate, Paper Trade J. 126, (23), 60-66 (1948).
24
E. Hatschek, Kolloid-Z. 13, 88 (1913).
25
P. S. Williams, Discussions Faraday Soc., No. 11 (1951).
26
E. Helmes, Chem.-Ing.-Tech. 7, 390-394 (1953).
27
C. A. R. Pearce, J. Sei. Instr. 30, 232-236 (1953).
28
M. Couette, Ann. chim. et phys. [6] 21, 433-510 (1890) ; J. phys. 9, 566 (1890).
29
C. F. Goodeve and G. W. Whitfield, Trans. Faraday Soc. 34, 511-20 (1938).
30
E. W. Merrill, J. Colloid Sei. 9(1), 7-19 (1954).
31
Ε. W. Merrill, ISA Journal 3(4), 124-128 (1956).
32
R. N. Weltmann and P. W. Kuhns, Natl. Advisory Comm. Aeronaut. Tech. Note
No. 3510 (1955).
33
R. N. Weltmann and P. W. Kuhns, Lubrication Eng. 13(1), 43-50, (1957).
34
A. F. H. Ward, S. M. Neale, and N. F. Bilton, Phys. of Lubrication. Brù. J.
Appl. Phys. 1, 12-18. (1951). Supplement No. 1, 12-18 (1951).
36
Ε. M. Barber, J. R. Muenger, and F. J. Villforth, Jr., Anal. Chem. 27, 425-429
(1955).
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inner cylinder or bob is the rotor while in the Couette-type viscometer
the outer cylinder or cup is driven. Other types of rotational viscometers
have been built which shear the material between a rotating cone and a
3 6 39
flat plate. " In this type of rotational viscometer, constant shearing stress
is obtained throughout the sample if the clearance between cone and plate
is properly designed.
4. VIBRATION

Instead of rotating, the measuring member can be made to vibrate or
oscillate. The amount of damping is then used to calculate the consistency
of the material. Lately, upper audio or lower supersonic vibrations of a
40
41
reed or a disk have been used to measure the consistency in this manner.
This type of viscometer seems specially suited for solving automatic control problems and also measuring the dynamic properties of the sample.
5. EXTENSION-COMPRESSION

In another type of viscometer, the material flows by extension or compression between two members such as plane parallel plates. An instrument
42
in which pull is exerted to extend the material under test is the Tackmeter,
which is well suited for measuring the consistency of oils and paints, whereas
43
44
the Dienes and Klemm and Williams parallel-plate viscometers provide
compression and are designed to measure the consistency of very viscous
materials such as stiff latices and synthetic plastics.
III. Flow Measurements

From the foregoing it appears that numerous instruments are available
for the flow measurement of paints and pastes. However, some of those
instruments are not capable of giving sufficient information to evaluate
the complex flow characteristics that most pastes and paints exhibit. A
complex flow behavior cannot be catalogued by a single viscosity value at
any one temperature, since it will also be a function of applied shear and
duration of shear application. Although a flow measurement at one rate
of shear might suffice for a given problem such as might be encountered
36

R. McKennel, Proc. 2nd Intern. Rheol. Congr., Oxford, 1953 pp. 350-359 (1954).
H. Markovitz, L. J. Elyash, F. J. Padden, and T. W. DeWitt, J. Colloid Set.
10(2), 165-173 (1955).
38
J. E. Roberts, British Ministry of Supply Rept. ADE 13/52, London, 1952.
39
R. S. Higginbotham, / . Sei. Instr. 2 7 , 139, (1950).
40
W. Roth and S. R. Rich,
Appl. Phys. 2 4 , (1953).
41
J. G. Woodward, / . Acoust. Soc. Am. 2 5 , (1953).
42
H. Green, Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed. 1 3 , 632 (1941).
43
G. J. Dienes and H. F. Klemm,
Appl. Phys. 17, 458 (1946).
44
I. Williams, Ind. Eng. Chem. 1 6 , 362 (1924).
37
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in production control, only the knowledge of the flow pattern of the material over an extended range of shearing stress and rate of shear makes it
possible to choose the proper one-point viscosity control instrument. Thus,
most flow investigations require instruments which are capable of applying
different, constant rates of shear to the material and of measuring the
resulting stresses. For the purpose of determining rates of shear and shearing stresses in rational units, the geometry of the instrument should permit
the application of calculations based on a corresponding model of flow.
Only a few types of instruments lend themselves to simple flow calculations.
They are the capillary viscometer, the parallel plate viscometer, the band
viscometer, and the rotational viscometers. Of these only the rotational
viscometers are suited to a complete analysis of the flow of all types of
materials. For an analysis of the models of flow in the parallel-plate vis6, 7
4 2 - 45
cometer and band viscometer, the reader is referred to the literature, *
since these instruments are little used for the measurement of paints and
pastes. The models of flow in the capillary viscometer, the extrusion
viscometer, the concentric cylinder viscometer and the cone and plate
viscometer, however, will be treated here briefly. Since a mathematical
treatment of the models of flow in these instruments is given in another
46
chapter of this volume only the results of the mathematical derivations
will be presented here and it will be shown how these equations can be
applied to the actual flow measurements and can be used in the interpretation of the rheological flow properties.
1. NEWTONIAN FLOW

The basic law of viscosity, defined as the internal friction of a nonelastic
47
liquid, was deduced by Newton and can be visualized by a simple model.
Suppose a liquid is contained between two parallel plane plates of area A
separated by the distance x. While one plate is stationary, the other plate
is made to move at a constant velocity ν by applying a force F so that the
flow in the liquid is laminar. Then the relation between the force per unit
area, F/A, or shearing stress, and the change in velocity ν over the distance
x, or rate of shear, defines the coefficient of viscosity μ. In short,
F/A = S = μ(άυ/άχ)

(1)

The unit of viscosity is the poise, when the shearing stress is given in
2
-1
dynes/cm. and the rate of shear in seconds . The plot of shearing stress
46

M. J. Stefan, Sitzber. Akad. Wiss. Wien Math.-naturw. KL, Abt. II 69, 713 (1874).
See S. Oka, Chapter 2 in this volume.
47
I. Newton, "Principia," F. Cajori, ed., "Sir Isaac Newton's Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy and His System of the World." University of
California Press, Berkeley, California, 1947.
46
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FIG. 1 Schematic flow curves, (a) Newtonian, (b) Plastic, (c) Plastic in capillary,
(d) Pseudoplastic, (e) Dilatant, (f) Turbulent.

versus rate of shear is termed the flow curve. A linear flow curve passing
through the origin (Fig. la) as given by equation (1) defines a material
as Newtonian. In this case μ = f(S) = constant and any one point will
determine the complete flow pattern, i.e., the viscosity is single-valued.
Hence any type of instrument can be used to measure the viscosity of a
Newtonian material. Although many ingredients which are used in the
manufacture of paints and pastes, such as solvents, water, certain oils,
some resins, and some varnishes, show Newtonian behavior, the majority
of materials that are composed of more than one ingredient, including
most pastes and paints, exhibit non-Newtonian flow behavior.
4 8 49
Poiseuille ' worked out the equation for laminar Newtonian flow in
capillary tube viscometers. If a volume of material V flows through a
capillary in a given time t under a pressure P, equation (1) becomes, after
integration, when the shearing stress is expressed as a function of the
rate of shear,
PR

=

ßWR
<KRWH

2L

(2a)

and
M =
48

irPtRx^
SLV

(2b)

J. L. M . Poiseuille, Compt. rend. 15, 1167 (1842).
W. H. Herschel, "Experimental Investigations Upon the Flow of Liquids in Tubes
of Very Small Diameter by J. L. M. Poiseuille," Rheol. Mem. (Soc. Rheol.) (1940).
49
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where μ is in poises, if Ρ is the applied pressure in dynes/cm. , Rw is the
inside radius of the capillary in centimeters and R is any radius from zero
to Rw , L is the length of the capillary in centimeters, V is in cubic centimeters, and t is in seconds. From equation (2a) it can be seen that the
shearing stress, £ = PÄ/2L, is zero at the center of the capillary (at R =
zero) and varies from zero to a maximum, which is obtained at the wall
of the capillary at R = Rw . In practical applications the rate of shear, or
velocity gradient, Gw = IV/rRjt,
and the shearing stress, Sw = PRW/2L,
at the wall of the capillary are often used to plot shearing stress-rate of
shear curves. This same equation is also used for calculating the laminar
flow in extrusion viscometers and for plotting flow curves from extrusion
data.
In the concentric cylinder rotational viscometer, the test sample is
sheared between two cylinders rotating with a relative angular velocity
ω. The resulting torque Τ on one cylinder is measured and is a function
of the viscosity. For Newtonian materials, when the shearing stress is
again expressed as a function of rate of shear, equation (1) becomes after
integration,
Τ
2
2wR h

=
μ

2ω
2
2
2
Ä ( l / £ 6 - 1/Ä C )

(
w

and
μ

=

Τ
-Κ
ω
-3

where μ is in poises, if Κ is an instrument constant in c m . ,
2

Κ = (1/Rb

-

2

1/a c )/4TTA,

Rh is the bob radius in centimeters, h is the bob height in centimeters,
Rc is the cup radius in centimeters, R is any radius between the cup and
-1
the bob radius; Τ is measured in dyne-centimeters and ω is in seconds .
2
From equation (3) it can be seen that the shearing stress, S = T/2wR h,
varies inversely with the square of the radius; for small clearances, when
Rc
Rb, the variation in shearing stress over the annulus is small.
The instrumental constant Κ was derived under the assumption that
the concentric cylinders have no ends, or rather that the contribution to
the torque because of their ends was negligible compared to the torque
arising between the cylindrical surfaces. In a well-designed instrument
that may well be the case. However, a test is always indicated to determine more definitely whether to neglect or to correct for end-effects. The
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TABLE I

PRACTICAL DIMENSIONS FOR A CONCENTRIC CYLINDER ROTATIONAL VISCOMETER
AND END-EFFECT CORRECTIONS
Cup radius
Rc (cm.)

Bob radius
Rb (cm.)

2.40
1.75
1.50
1.45
1.40
1.35
0.60

2.20
1.56
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
0.55

Bob height
h (cm.)
3.60
3.53
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10

End effect
Instrumental
End effect*
corrected3
constant3
Correction (%)
Κ (per cm. )
Κ (per cm. )
0.75
1.76
2.33
1.82
1.25
0.66
0.84

Χ
X
X
Χ
Χ
Χ
X

3

10"
3
10~
3
10~
3
10"
3
ΙΟ"
3
10"
3
10~

13.4
14.2
2.1
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.2

0.65
1.51
2.28
1.79
1.23
0.65
0.83

Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ

3

ΙΟ"
3
10"
3
10"
3
10"
3
10"
3
ΙΟ"
3
10"

a

All end effects were obtained for a distance of about 1 cm. between the bottom
of the cup and that of the bob.
3 2 , 50

literature offers many suggestions to minimize the end-effects
and to
1 8 , 2 1 115
5 2
correct for them experimentally.
'
A few practical values of cup and bob dimensions and the corresponding
corrections necessitated by the end-effects are given in Table I. A constant
end-effect correction can be applied only if the clearance between cup and
bob is small in relation to the radii and very small in relation to the distance between the bottom of the cup and that of the bob. Otherwise, the
51
end-effect correction might vary with viscosity. End-effects above approximately 5 % are high and can introduce appreciable errors. For materials which do not adhere to the surface of the cup and bob it has been
17
suggested that grooved rotating members be provided to minimize slippage.
In another type of rotational viscometer a cone and plate rotate with
respect to each other. This instrument is so designed that the shape of
the cone compensates for the increase in radius so that the rate of shear
is practically constant over the clearance between cone and plate. In such
36
a viscometer the Newtonian viscosity is given as
ST 0
3

2TTÄ ÜJ

(4)

where μ is in poises, if R is the radius of the cone in centimeters, ß is the
60
61
62

1928.

M. Mooney and R. G. Ewart, Physics 5, 350 (1934).
C H. Lindsley and Ε. K. Fischer, / . Appl. Phys. 18, 11 (1947).
E. Hatschek, "Viscosity of Liquids." Van Nostrand, Princeton, New Jersey,
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angle between cone and plate in radians, Τ is the torque in dyne-centimeters, and ω is the angular velocity in radians per second.
2. PLASTIC FLOW

Materials exhibiting plastic flow do not flow until the applied shearing
stress exceeds a minimum value. This minimum shearing stress / , desig2
nated by Bingham as yield value, is indicated on the flow curve by an
intercept on the shearing stress axis (Fig. l b ) . Thus, the equation for a
plastic material, also called a Bingham body, is
S - / = U(dv/dx)

(5)

where U is the coefficient of plastic viscosity. After the yield value is exceeded, the flow curve of the material is linear. The yield value is believed
to be a measure of the force of flocculation per unit area which exists between the suspended particles. Materials consisting of a suspension of
highly flocculated particles show a pronounced yield value effect.
Examples of truly plastic materials in accordance with Bingham's
straight line concept are very rare, although some carbon black, quartz,
53
and glass-bead suspensions were found to exhibit truly plastic flow at
least up to the highest rates of shear at which they had been measured.
The term apparent viscosity η is frequently used in the investigation
of non-Newtonian materials. Apparent viscosity is defined as the ratio
of shearing stress to rate of shear, so that
(6)

S = η(άυ/άχ)
Comparing this equation with equation (5) shows that
v =

U +dv/dx
-J—

(7)

and thus η decreases with increasing rates of shear even for constant U
and / . The apparent viscosity η is frequently used since it is readily obtainable with many viscometers, although it has very little physical meaning when the flow behavior of non-Newtonian materials is studied, unless
it is specified for a definite condition of shearing stress and rate of shear.
It is not surprising that only very few truly plastic materials are encountered, since they might be considered a limiting case for materials
exhibiting viscous and elastic flow components. The most simple type of a
viscous and elastic material is the Maxwell body. Its equation of flow can
be expressed for dv/dx = G being constant at any given S, that is, if only
stress relaxation is considered, as
r

G
63

_ S — Se(e
-

M(1 -

H. Green and R. N. Weltmann, Ind. Eng.

tlT

)

e-"0

Chem., Anal. Ed. 15, 3 (1943).

, .
)

(

8
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where G is the mean rate of shear, Se is the total elastic shearing stress,
also called yield stress, t is the duration of strain, and τ is the relaxation
time. Equation (8) is adequately representative of many flow curves
which are obtained from shear experiments, since the rate of shear, being
the applied parameter in many viscometers, is frequently held constant
during the stress relaxation of the sheared sample. Equation (8) reverts
t,T
to equation (5) if the relaxation time τ is constant, since then e~ is contlT
tlT
stant so that Se(e~ ) corresponds to / and μ(1 — e~ ) corresponds to U
in equation ( 5 ) . Even though the relaxation time of many viscous and
elastic materials is not constant, but increases with increasing rates of
shear, it frequently approaches one prominent value and thus is almost a
constant above a certain rate of shear. Consequently, many of these materials show a flow behavior similar to that described in equation (5) at
all but the very low rates of shear. Under those circumstances the flow
behavior of the material might be interpreted by using the straight portion of the flow curve in accordance with equation (5) as if the material
had true plastic flow behavior. This method of interpretation is used
throughout this chapter for materials whose major part of the measured
flow curve approaches linearity. In many of those cases the stress intercept
might not agree with a constant Bingham yield value concept but might
result from elastic flow behavior and thus might vary with rate of shear.
Nevertheless the above analysis of the flow curve is useful, since it makes
possible a practical and rather simple description of the flow properties of
numerous materials, including many pastes and paints, and since it permits in many cases a valid interpretation of the flow behavior during and
after the application procedures. Equation (8) reverts to equation (1)
if the relaxation time r is small compared to t, which is the case for Newtonian materials.
The shearing stress, S = PR/2L, in the center of a capillary or extrusion
viscometer is always zero. Since a plastic material does not flow until a
finite shearing stress at least equal to the yield value stress / is applied, a
plastic can never be made to flow in the center of a capillary, and plug
flow exists. Therefore, a straight line similar to the flow curve shown in
Fig. l b for a plastic can never be obtained with capillary and extrusion
viscometers, but can only be approached asymptotically at high shearing
54
stresses (Fig. l c ) . Buckingham derived the following equation for evaluating the plastic viscosity of a Bingham body from the flow curve in a
capillary viscometer, if slippage flow, end-effects, and kinetic energy effects
are assumed absent.
(9)
s4

E. Buckingham, Proc. Am. Soc. Testing Materials 21, 1154 (1921).
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18

Although Green showed that the Buckingham equation is not valid in
the region of very low rates of shear, it nevertheless is a good description
of the model of flow for true plastic materials in a capillary viscometer.
However, it is difficult to use the Buckingham equation for rigid calculations of the two plastic parameters U and / , since plug flow persists even
at high flow rates, and frequently the third term in the bracket on the right
side of equation (9) cannot be neglected.
55
Some investigators, when measuring pastes with an extrusion viscometer, plot the reciprocal of the rate of shear against the apparent viscosity
and obtain at the higher rates of shear an apparently straight line with an
intercept on the apparent viscosity axis. This suggests that these materials
acquire the flow characteristics of Bingham plastics (equations 5 and 7)
at the rates of shear at which this plot becomes linear.
In the concentric cylinder rotational viscometer, equation (5) becomes,
56
after integration, if shearing stress is expressed as a function of rate of
shear,
ς — ς —
0

Τ ~~ ^ ° —
2

2TTÄ A

π

—

R (l/R

2

2

b

-

fin)

l/Rc )
2

K

and
U

=

Tj-_ToK
ω

and
3

In (R /R )
c

b

where To and AS0 are the torque and stress intercepts at ω = 0. Since the
shearing stress at the bob (equation 10) is larger than that at the cup,
flow of a plastic material with yield value will start in layers close to the
bob, while layers close to the cup will remain unsheared, yielding plug
flow. The amount of plug flow for the same material will increase with
increasing clearance between cup and bob. It is obviously difficult to give
a meaningful interpretation to a flow curve if plug flow persists over the
complete range or even over a large portion of the applied shearing stresses.
Indeed, it is for this reason that the capillary viscometer is thought
to be unsuited for the measurements of plastics. In a rotational viscometer
the amount of plug flow can be calculated by considering that flow starts
at the bob surface when the shearing stress at the bob Sb is equal to the
2
yield value so that Sb = Rbf/R or Τ = 2irRbhf and that flow over the
56

G. B. Moses and I. E. Puddington, Can. J. Research B27, 616-628 (1949).
6
* M. Reiner and R. Riwlin, Kolloid-Z. 43, 1 (1927).
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clearance is complete; i.e., the straight line relation commences when the
2
shearing stress at the cup Se equals the yield value so that Sc = Rcf/R
2
or Τ = 2 7 T Ä C A / . Thus, when Sc is substituted for S and

/ In (R /R )
Κ 2wR h
c

2

b

for So in equation (10) which is then rearranged for ω explicitly, plug flow
ends at

Equation (10) can be used for meaningful flow interpretations only if
ωρ <K o> m ax .
True plastic flow curves obtained with a concentric-cylinder rotational
53
viscometer are shown in Fig. 2 for glass beads and quartz suspended in
Nujol and for carbon black pigment in glycerin. The experimental data
are in agreement with equations (10) and (11), indicating true plastic
flow behavior. Also, the curves taken at increasing and decreasing rates
of shear coincide, as they should, in the case of true plastic flow.
3. PSEUDOPLASTIC FLOW AND DILATANT FLOW

The flow curves of pseudoplastic materials are convex to the shearingstress axis as shown in Fig. Id indicating a decreasing apparent viscosity
with increasing rate of shear. This is in accordance with equation (8) for

TORQUE, T, dynesxcm.

FIG. 2. Concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer flow curves of true plastic ma2
terials. Temperature » 30° C. (£/, in poises;/, in dynes/cm. ; G ~ 0.73 X r.p.m. in
1
2
2
seer ; S ~ 1.6 Χ 10~ Χ Τ in dynes/cm. for R = Rm). (a) Carbon black in glycerin,
63
(b) Quartz in Nujol. (c) Glass spheres in Nujol. After Green and Weltmann.
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viscous and elastic materials, when no one prominent relaxation time
exists, but τ is a function of the applied shearing rate and is of the same
order of magnitude or larger than the time t. The viscosity most frequently
used to describe pseudoplastic materials is the apparent viscosity (equa57
tion 6), determined at a given rate of shear. Some investigators prefer
to use a tangent viscosity similar to the plastic viscosity U (equation 5)
at a given rate of shear. Frequently flow starts at an infinitely small shearing stress, so that at extremely low rates of shear an initial Newtonian
58
viscosity is sometimes postulated. Other investigators fit an empirical
power function to the pseudoplastic flow curve so that
N

dv/dx = S /ß*

(12)

After integration of equation (12) and assuming Ν to be constant the mean
rate of shear G in a concentric cylinder rotational viscometer and in a
capillary viscometer becomes
G = CS*/μ*

(13)

In this equation Ν and μ* are constants of the material. The quantity Ν
is a measure of the degree of pseudoplasticity and for this reason has been
59
called structure number. The rate of shear correlation factor C depends
on the viscometer that is employed and is always a function of N. For
pseudoplastic materials the structure number Ν is always larger than 1.
α Ν)
with increasing
The decrease in apparent viscosity, η = μ*β ~ /C,
shearing stress S is attributed to shear alignment, dekinking, and uncoiling
of molecules or to changes in shape of suspended elastic particles due to
the directional shearing action.
Examples of pseudoplastic materials are numerous. Most high polymers, latices, starch pastes, and many emulsions exhibit this type of flow.
6 0, 61
Dilatant
materials on the other hand show increased resistance to
flow when agitated since their viscosity increases with increasing rate of
shear. The dilatant flow curve is concave to the shearing stress axis (Fig. l e ) .
Vinyl resin pastes, beach sand, and some carbon black suspensions, for
example, exhibit dilatant behavior. Dilatancy is said to be caused by close
packing of the suspended particles. At higher rates of shear more of the
liquid is trapped in the voids and the particles rub against each other
because of lack of lubrication, thus increasing the resistance with increasing rates of shear. This theory is somewhat substantiated by the observa67

R.
F.
(1928).
59
R.
60
O.
81
H.
68

V. Williamson, Ind. Eng. Chem. 21, 1108-1111 (1929).
D . Farrow, G. M. Lowe, and S. M. Neale, J. Textile Inst. Trans. 19, 18-31
N. Weltmann, Natl. Advisory Comm. Aeronaut. Tech. Note No. 3397 (1955).
Reynolds, Phil. Mag. ]5] 20, 469-480 (1885).
Freundlich and F. Juliusberger, Trans. Faraday Soc. 30, 333-338 (1934).
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tion that the dilatant flow behavior of a material is readily transformed
into other flow types by a change of solid-liquid ratio or by additions of
other ingredients. Some investigators designate the dilatant material by
a viscosity obtained from a tangent on the flow curve at a point of given
rate of shear while others use the power equation (13), where Ν is said to
be a measure of the degree of dilatancy and is always less than 1 for a dilatant material.
For capillary and extrusion viscometers the value of C in equation (13)
is equal to 4/(iV + 3) assuming Ν to be constant over the cross section
of the sheared sample. Therefore, it has been suggested that the expression
for the viscosity in equation (2b) be multiplied by the factor 4/(iV + 3)
in the evaluation of pseudoplastic and dilatant flow curves obtained with
these viscometers. However, experiments indicate that for many materials
Ν varies as a function of rate of shear, when measurements are made over
a wide range of rates of shear. Since in capillary and extrusion viscometers
the change in rate of shear over the sheared sample is large, because the
shearing stress in such viscometers varies from zero to a maximum at the
tube wall, the apparent viscosity of such materials, and sometimes also
N, will vary accordingly along the tube radius and the flow rate in the
cylindrical layers will differ with the radial distance. Under these conditions, the total flow rate will be a measure of an effective viscosity of the
material at the applied pressure, which most likely is weighted in favor
62
of the lowest viscosity existing within the cross sectional area. For dilatant
materials the lowest viscosity occurs at the lowest rate of shear and thus
most likely near the center of the tube, while for pseudoplastic materials
the highest rate of shear will give the lowest viscosity, that is, near the
tube wall. Thus a flow curve obtained in capillary and extrusion viscometers
for pseudoplastic and dilatant materials, when plotted in accordance with
equation (2) for R = Rw or any mean value of Ä, is not a rate of shear
versus shearing stress curve. The interpretation of such a flow curve is
possible only if the materials do not deviate appreciably from Newtonian
flow. In many other cases such measurements can lead to a false analysis
of the flow behavior of the tested sample. When a more rigorous mathemat5 8 6 3 64
ical treatment is applied ' ' misinterpretations are minimized.
To obtain true rate of shear versus shearing stress curves for pseudoplastic and dilatant materials requires that the shearing stress be constant
throughout the sheared sample. This is the case only in Newton's model
of flow where the material is sheared between two parallel plates and thus
in concentric cylinder viscometers of infinite radii. The shearing stress in a
62
63
64

R. N. Weltmann and P. W. Kuhns, / . Colloid Sei. 7 , (3), 218-226 (1952).
Β. Rabinowitch, Ζ. phijsik. Chem. (Leipzig) 2 , 145 (1929).
M. Reiner, "Deformation and Flow." Lewis, London, 1949.
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FIG. 3. Concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer flow curves of pseudoplastic
1
materials. Temperature = 30° C , * = 90° C. (G —0.95 X r.p.m. in s e e r ; S ~ 1.74 X
2
load in dynes/cm. for R = Rm). (a) 1% sodium alginate in water, (b) 2% sodium alginate in water, (c) 10% acid-modified corn starch paste in water.* (d) 1.95%, 4000c.p.s. grade methyl cellulose solution in water, (e) 2.29%, 1.500-c.p.s. grade methyl
21
cellulose solution in water. After Fischer.

practical concentric cylinder rotational viscometer varies from cup to bob.
Its change depends on the cylinder dimensions and can be small if the
viscometer is properly designed. Therefore, a properly designed rotational
viscometer is well suited for measuring pseudoplastic and dilatant materials.
The flow curves are almost true rate of shear versus shearing stress curves
and lend themselves to valid flow interpretations.
The flow curves of pseudoplastic and dilatant materials obtained on a
rotational viscometer are evaluated either by determining an apparent
viscosity by using equation (6) or by using equation (10), where U is the
tangent viscosity at a specified shear and So is an intercept. Many investigators have made use of the fact that some pseudoplastic and dilatant materials give a logarithmic straight-line relationship of rate of shear and
shearing stress (equation 12) and have used the power term Ν and the
constant w* of equation (13) to designate the flow behavior of the materials.
The equation for C for concentric cylinder rotational viscometers, assuming
again Ν to be constant over the cross section of the sheared sample, is
C =

1 N[l -

2N

(Rb/RC)
2
(Rb/Rc) ]

2(JV-1)

i} (Ä)
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FIG. 4. Concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer flow curves of dilatant ma1
terials. Temperature = 30° C. (G ~ 0.25 X r.p.m. in sec." ; S ~ 1.13 X load in dynes/
2
cm. for R = Rm). (a) 11.3 vol. % iron oxide in aqueous solution of sodium lignin
sulfonate, (b) 1.7 vol. % iron oxide in aqueous solution of sodium lignin sulfonate,
(c) 12.4 vol. % iron oxide in aqueous solution of sodium lignin sulfonate, (d) 39.2 vol.
% barium sulfate in same solution, (e) 46.9 vol. % starch in ethylene glycol, (f) 50.8
21
vol. % starch in ethylene glycol. After Fischer.

The quantity C approaches 1 for Rb/Rc —• 1, and R is the radius that was
used in the determinations of the flow curve rates of shear and shearing
stresses (equations 3 and 10). In a properly designed rotational viscometer,
Ν can be considered to be constant over the sheared annulus, since the
change in shearing stress from cup to bob is small, and C does not differ
much from 1 even for large values of N. For example, in a concentric
1.05 for Ν = 10,
cylinder rotational viscometer of Rb/Rc = 0.95, C
if R = Rm = }i(Rb + Rc) is used in the calculations.
In Fig. 3 flow curves are shown of pseudoplastic materials such as sodium
alginate, starch, and methyl cellulose solutions as obtained with a con21
centric cylinder rotational viscometer. Figure 4 gives examples of dilatant
21
materials. As is shown, iron oxide, barium sulfate suspensions and certain
starch mixtures can exhibit dilatant behavior.
4. THIXOTROPIC FLOW

Many materials and certainly most paints and pastes show thixotropic
behavior in addition to being plastic, pseudoplastic, or dilatant. Thixotropy
65
was first defined by Peterfi as an isothermal, reversible sol-gel-sol transformation. Translated, the word thixotropy means change by touch, indiβδ

1

T. Peterfi, Wilhelm Roux Arch. Entwicklungsmech. Organ. 112, 660 (1927).
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FIG. 5. Schematic flow behavior of thixotropic materials. Reversible change of
thixotropic structure with: (a) time of application of a constant rate of shear; (b)
increasing rates of shear.

eating that the material decreases in viscosity on shear, but builds up
again when at rest. More recently, the definition of thixotropy has been
6 6, 67
to include materials which exhibit an isothermal reversible
broadened
transformation from a higher to a lower viscosity gel. It has also been
found that this transformation can be brought about either by an increase
in rate of shear followed by a rest period or by the application of a constant
rate of shear over a period of time followed again by a rest period. What
happens when a thixotropic plastic material is agitated is shown schematically in Fig. 5. Such a material would produce a flow curve similar to line
AB if its flow could be measured without stirring. When increasing rates
of shear from zero to 2W are applied, breakdown will occur and result in
curve AC.
Thixotropic breakdown with time is described in Fig. 5a. While a constant rate of shear of 2W is applied over a period of time, the consistency
of the material decreases continuously from C to Z), where it reaches an
equilibrium value, the lowest it can experience at the given rate of shear of
2W. Only a higher rate of shear will be able to decrease the consistency
further. If the shear is discontinued at point D, the buildup in consistency
necessary for the material to regain its original structure will follow along
66

H. Freundlich, "Thixotropy." Hermann, Paris, 1935.
H. Green andR. N. Weltmann, in "Colloid Chemistry, Theoretical and Applied."
(J. Alexander, ed.), Vol. 6, pp. 328-347. Reinhold, New York, 1946.
67
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curve E, F, or (?, depending on the time which the particular material requires for the rebuilding process. A similar pattern is found if the shear is
discontinued at any point between C and D.
Thixotropic breakdown with increasing rate of shear is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5b. When the shear is discontinued at C, the material can
return to its original state along curves such as H, I, or AC, depending on
the time required for rebuilding its structure. If it returns instantaneously
to its original structure, the material might be considered to be pseudoplastic rather than thixotropic since a hysteresis loop, similar to ACH or
AC I, is considered to be a necessary characteristic for thixotropic behavior. If the increase in rate of shear from zero to W at point L required
time t, then the successive increase in rate of shear from W to 2W along
line LC will again take time t, if the rate of increase in rate of shear is to
remain constant. Thus, the decrease in consistency between point L and C
is caused not only by an increase in rate of shear but also by the elapsed
time t which was required to increase the rate of shear from W to 2W,
provided that the increased agitation is successively applied to the same
sample. This might not be the case if the rate of shear W is applied to one
sample and the rate of shear 2W to another sample, since then the time
element might be the same for each sample, requiring time t to bring sample
1 to rate of shear W and also time t to bring sample 2 to rate of shear 2W.
In that case, the up curve for sample 2 will not go to C but only to C",
which means the decrease in consistency is less. When the shear at C is
discontinued, the material will follow a similar pattern to that described
when the shear was assumed discontinued at point C.
Similar curves are obtained for thixotropic pseudoplastic and thixotropic
dilatant materials. Particles of various shapes produce thixotropy, but
particles of uniform shapes such as spheres do so to a lesser degree than
particles of anisotropic configurations such as long needles or thin disks.
In paints thixotropy is quite common and in some applications even an
asset. A minute addition of water to a paste of titanium dioxide in linseed
oil will increase greatly the degree of thixotropy exhibited by this suspen68
sion. As can be seen from the two photomicrographs of Fig. 6, the appearance of the flow structure is completely changed after a minute amount of
water has been added. Flow curves which were obtained for these two suspensions indicate a substantial increase in yield value and in degree of
thixotropic structure with almost no change in plastic viscosity on the
addition of the few drops of water. Speculation on the structural require18
ments responsible for thixotropic behavior are given in the literature.
In most capillary and extrusion viscometers the material is sheared
through a given length of capillary under an applied pressure and is then
68

R. N. Weltmann, J. Soc. Cosmetic Chem. 7, 599-618, 1956.
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FIG. 6. Photomicrographs of two suspensions of titanium dioxide pigment in linseed oil. (a) No water, (b) With a few drops of water. After Weltmann. 68

discarded. T o obtain a second point on the flow curve, a fresh sample of
the material is subjected to a different applied pressure and is again discarded. Thus, each sample of material is subjected to one pressure only
for approximately the same period of time. This makes these viscometers
incapable of producing the characteristic hysteresis loops for thixotropic
materials. A thixotropic material subjected to the above treatment will
follow a flow pattern similar to that shown schematically in Fig. 5b for
flow curve AC whether the shear rate is increased or decreased. In addition, the viscosity of a thixotropic material changes with change in shearing
stress, so that all the considerations discussed for the measurements of
pseudoplastic and dilatant materials in capillary and extrusion viscometers
are valid. Hence the flow properties of thixotropic materials are difficult to
obtain from flow curves that are measured with these viscometers, on
account of the complexity of the flow pattern within the cross section of
the tubes. In fact, for most thixotropic materials measured with capillary
and extrusion viscometers, the flow curves are slightly concave toward the
rate-of-shear axis, simulating pseudoplastic flow behavior (Fig. Id). It is
thus even difficult to recognize the non-Newtonian type of flow behavior
of a material from a study of its capillary tube flow curve.
Rotational viscometers, however, have many advantages for the measurement of thixotropic materials. Since, if properly designed, they measure
almost true rate of shear versus shearing stress curves, the flow behavior of
most non-Newtonian materials including thixotropic behavior can be interpreted from these flow curves. Thus, the investigator is able to analyze
the flow type of the test sample and to correlate its flow properties to the
operational rate of shear of application. For the measurement of thixotropic
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Fig. 7. Flow curves for a grease showing breakdown in structure. Temperature =
0° C. The time refers to the time taken to measure a complete up or down curve.
33
After Weltmann and Kuhns.

materials, it is important to determine at least two flow curves where one
(the up curve) can be obtained at increasing and the other one (the down
curve) subsequently at decreasing rates of shear under controlled timing
conditions. It is suggested to obtain such flow curves for at least two different maximum or top rates of shear. These flow curves can be most readily
2 3, 25-27 31 33 36
produced with automatic recording rotational viscometers,
· - · ·
6 9 , 7 o wh i c h have become increasingly popular in rheological research. In
the investigation of thixotropic materials it is frequently important to
measure also the decrease in consistency after increasing periods of time
during which constant different rates of shear are applied to the same
sample. In any case, an additional flow curve measurement is required after
the sample is left undisturbed for a longer period of time to determine if the
structure recovers with time, as is expected from thixotropic behavior, or if
it is permanently broken down. The up and down flow-curves which were
33
obtained for some lubricant greases showed hysteresis loops typical of
thixotropic behavior. To illustrate this, flow curves of one such grease,
32
33
which were recorded with an automatic concentric cylinder viscometer »
for three different timing conditions, are shown in Fig. 7. Repeated flow
measurements showed that these hysteresis loops were not caused by
thixotropic behavior, but that the structure of this grease was permanently
broken down unless the temperature was raised. This change in structure
33
is demonstrated in Fig. 8. The first flow curve at the left was repeatedly
69
70

R. N. Weltmann, Rev. Sei. Instr. 16, 184-191 (1945).
1
J. Pryce-Jones,
Oil & Colour Chemists Assoc. 18, 295-337 (1936).
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FIG. 8. Increase in flow structure of a grease, that seemed permanently broken
33
down, by raising the temperature. Τ = Te. After Weltmann and Kuhns.

TORQUE Χ Ι Ο

, Τ, dynesxcm

FIG. 9. Concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer flow curves of thixotropic
2
1
plastic materials. Temperature = 30° C. (G~ 0.73 X r.p.m. in s e e r ; S~ 1.6 K T Χ Τ
2
in dynes/cm. for R = Rm). (a) Flow curves for a silicone fluid at three top rates of
shear, (b) Thixotropic breakdown of a pigment suspension with time of application
of a constant rate of shear at 300 r.p.m., t8tart = 7, ti = 16, t 2 = 29, t 3 = 66, t 4 =
71 7
121, t 6 = 315, t 6 = 880 sec. and t e < t* < t e . After Weltmann. · *
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obtained for four months. However, when the temperature was raised from
0° C. to 45° C. some structure was recovered as is indicated by the following
three flow curves. This structure was completely broken down again when
the material was sheared at 0° C , as is indicated by the identity of the two
flow curves at the extreme right and left in Fig. 8.
The flow curves shown in Fig. 9 were obtained with a concentric cylinder
rotational viscometer for materials which exhibit the flow behavior of
thixotropic plastics. Repeated measurements indicated thixotropic behavior
and the partial linearity of the down flow curves indicates plastic behavior.
71
Figure 9a shows the up and down flow-curves for a silicone fluid, indicating
72
the decrease in thixotropic structure by the hysteresis loops. Figure 9 b
shows how a pigment suspension changes in consistency with the duration
of a constant shear rate on account of thixotropic breakdown. Additional
flow curves of thixotropic plastic suspensions which were also obtained on a
1 7 5 3, 73
concentric cylinder rotational viscometer are illustrated in Fig. 1 0 '
to demonstrate the difference in the degree of thixotropic structure by the
variations in curvature of the up curves and in the area of the hysteresis
loops.
From the straight part of the down curves, Figs. 9 and 10, the plastic
viscosity and the yield value intercept can be calculated by using equation
(10). These plastic viscosities and yield values are indicative of the flow
behavior of a sample when subjected to the maximum rate of shear of the
flow curve during the time that was required to make the up-curve measurement. For each maximum rate of shear, there is a maximum breakdown
in structure, which is obtained after a certain time of application, namely
the equilibrium time tB (Figs. 9b and 10b). The curve that connects all
points of shearing stress that are obtained after the respective shear rate
is applied for a time equal or larger than the equilibrium time has been
called the "equilibrium flow curve".
From Figs. 9 and 10, it is indicated that the plastic viscosity decreases
with increasing rate of shear and with increasing duration of a constant rate
of shear. The torque intercept, however, increases only with increasing rate
of shear, but remains constant when a constant rate of shear is applied
67
over increasing periods of time. It has been suggested that the torque
intercept is proportional to a yield value intercept, which is composed of
two parts: (1) one part that remains constant with increasing rate of shear
and thus might be proportional to the Bingham yield value, and (2) another
part that varies with the applied rate of shear and thus might be proportional to a power input which is required to keep the material at that structural state which it attained by the application of the maximum rate of
71
72
73

R. N. Weltmann, Ind. Eng. Chem. 40, 2 (1948).
R. N. Weltmann, J. Appl. Phys. 14, 7 (1943).
Ε. K. Fischer,
Colloid Sei. 5, 271-281 (1950).
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FIG. 10. Concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer flow curves of thixotropic
2
plastic materials. Temperature = 30° C. (U, in poises, / in dynes/cm. ), (a) Flat
-1
2
black paint (G ~ 0.95 X r.p.m. in s e c . , S ~ 1.74 X load in dynes/cm. for R = Rm).
73
-1
After Fischer. (b) Pigment suspension (G ~ 0.73 X r.p.m. in s e c . ; S ~ 1.6 X
-2
2
63
ΙΟ Χ Τ in dynes/cm. for R = Rm). After Green and Weltmann. Key: (H) rapidly
measured; (E) measured at t > tE . (c) Three different pigment suspensions measured
at the same time rate exhibiting different hysteresis loop areas, indicating different
-1
-2
2
degrees of thixotropy (G ~ 0.73 X r.p.m. in s e c . ; S ~ 1.6 Χ ΙΟ Χ Τ in dynes/cm.
17
for R = Rm). After Green.

shear of measurement. It is also possible that the part of the yield value
intercept corresponding to the Bingham yield value will change with a
change in thixotropic structure.
A few suggestions have been made as to the evaluation of the degree of
thixotropic breakdown in thixotropic plastic materials. For a qualitative
evaluation the area of the loop between the up curve and the down curve
can be used as a measure of the degree of thixotropic structure (Fig. 10).
The larger area indicates the higher degree of thixotropic behavior provided
the rate of shear is increased at the same constant time rate. For a quanti-
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tative measure of thixotropic behavior coefficients of thixotropic breakdown
δ3

67

74

67

74 ·

·

can be used, where M v ' ' and Vv ' indicate the structural change
6 7, 7 2, 74
with increasing rate of shear and JB^
indicates the structural change
with increasing duration of a constant rate of shear. The equations are
M

u

~" ι — 7

7—\

In ( ω 2 / ω ι )

—$Ξ$3

ν

( 1 4 )

The coefficient M v can be defined as the loss in shearing stress per unit
increase in rate of shear, Vu is the change in yield value intercept with
change in plastic viscosity at increasing rates of shear, and Β υ is the
change in plastic viscosity with time multiplied by the time period of
constant shear application. This empirical method is useful for the practical evaluation of the flow of thixotropic plastic materials. An analytical
75
treatment of thixotropic breakdown of such materials has been made,
based on the same experimental data.
29
Another coefficient of thixotropic breakdown has been suggested. It is
given as
θ = G(v - ηο)
2 5,

(15)

7 6, 7 7

Other investigators
have suggested the use of equilibrium flow
curves to describe a thixotropic material. This introduces the difficulty that
equilibrium flow curves are frequently of the same shape as pseudoplastic
flow curves and thus are straight lines only in rare cases. In addition, the
measurement of an equilibrium flow curve is very time consuming since its
measurement takes in the order of 30 min. and more. Another objection to
the use of equilibrium curves is that the most valuable information about
a thixotropic material, namely, its successive change in structure, is discarded if only the end conditions represented by the equilibrium flow curve
are considered.
It is difficult to evaluate mathematically the flow of pseudoplastic and
dilatant materials; it seems even more difficult to do so if these materials
have the additional complication of being thixotropic. In all these cases the
74

H. Green and R. N. Weltmann, Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed. 18, 167 (1946).
S. E. Dahlgren, Trans. Chalmers Univ. Technol, Gothenburg No. 159 18 pp. (1955).
76
R. Buchdahl and J. E. Thimm, J. Appl. Phys. 16, (1945).
77
G. W. Lower, W. C. Walker, and A. C. Zettlemoyer, J. Colloid Set. 8, 116-129
(1953).
76
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flow parameters Ν and η, or μ* and Ν, or U and / , provided that they are
obtained under specified conditions of stress, strain, and duration of flow,
can be used if the material is to be tagged. Otherwise, more information is
obtained by considering more than one complete flow curve. For instance,
the amount of change in curvature of the up curve indicates the amount
of change in consistency with increasing rates of shear, and a very large
loop area for a given timing cycle indicates more change in thixotropic
structure than a smaller one. Thixotropic pseudoplastic flow curves of an
18
emulsion are shown in Fig. I I and thixotropic dilatant flow curves of a
78
vinyl plastisol are demonstrated in Fig. 12. Both sets of curves were obtained on a concentric cylinder rotational viscometer.
Thixotropy is defined as an isothermal process. However, it is almost
impossible to increase the rate of shear or to apply a constant rate of shear
over an extended time period without causing temperature increases in
the sample even if an instrument with an accurately controlled temperature bath is used. Thus, questions have arisen whether the hysteresis loop
is due to thixotropic or temperature changes, especially when the viscosity
of the sample decreases appreciably with temperature increases. Many
6 2, 71 7 8 - 85
'
From all indications it
investigators have treated this problem.
would seem that the hysteresis loop is influenced by temperature and thus
its area, if the flow curve could be obtained without any temperature
increases, would in most cases be somewhat smaller than measured. For
this reason it is suggested that the temperature be measured at the cup and
bob surface and that those temperatures be used for evaluating the approximate temperature change over the clearance between cup and bob.
An equation which permits such a temperature evaluation by successive
62
approximation is given in the literature. In the same reference it is shown
that the temperature effects become less serious at any given rate of shear
with a smaller cup-bob distance, provided good temperature control is
available. When high viscosity materials are measured, a separation of the
two effects is important, since the temperature effect for such materials is
large because of high heat capacity and high viscosity. A decrease in cupbob clearance alone at high rates of shear is then not always sufficient, and
temperature corrections of the flow measurements might be essential to
78

W. D . Todd, Offic. Dig. Federation Paint & Varnish Production Clubs 325, 98
(1952).
79
H. Blok, Ingenieur (Utrecht) 60, 58 (1948).
80
R. N. Weltmann, Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal., Ed. 15, 424 (1943).
81
A. Bondi, </. Appl. Phys. 16, 539-544 (1945).
82
S. Kyropoulos, Forsch. Gebiete Ingenieurw. 3, 287 (1932).
83
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Appl. Mechanics 10, A131 (1943).
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FIG. 11. Concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer flow curves of a thixotropic
1
pseudoplastic emulsion. Temperature = 30° C. (G ~ 0.73 X r.p.m. in sec." ; S ~
2
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12.5 X deflections in dynes/cm. for R - Rm). After Green.
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FIG. 12. Concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer flow curves of a thixotropic
-1
dilatant vinyl plastisol. Temperature = 30° C. (G ~ 0.73 X r.p.m. in s e c . ; S ~
2
78
17.8 X deflections in dynes/cm. for R = Rm). After Todd.
obtain the true flow curves. The cone and plate rotational viscometer will
minimize temperature effects, as has been shown in the literature,

36

because

of its small shear area and very small clearance of less than 0.010 in. at the
outside rim.
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5. RHEOPECTIC FLOW

The behavior and the mechanism of a rheopectic material are not well
understood. According to the literature, the word "pectous," which means
86
solidified or curdled, was first used by Graham for sols which changed to
87
a jelly. Freundlich and Juliusberger found that some thixotropic substances, such as vanadium oxide suspensions, can be solidified by orienting
the particles when a gentle shear action is applied and that in contrast to
dilatancy no immediate liquefaction is observed when the shear is removed.
This phenomenon, they called "rheopexy." No flow measurements could
be found for these sols and thus the paper seems to refer to a qualitative
study only. Since it is frequently difficult to differentiate between thixotropic structure and the existence of yield value, a rheopectic material
might be redefined as either a thixotropic or a plastic material that will
solidify when subjected to a certain shear and will not regain its more fluid
structure immediately after shear removal. According to the literature,
rheopexy will most likely occur in suspensions which contain anisometric
particles. While solidification in dilatancy is connected with the mechanism of close packing of highly dispersed particles, it is said to be caused
in rheopectic materials by an almost perfect orientation of anisometric
particles. Since the latter represents a state of higher equilibrium than the
former, it is not surprising that the dilatant material liquefies instantly on
removal of the shear, while a rheopectic material remains solidified at least
for a period of time.
Figure 13 shows a flow curve of a material, which was obtained with a
rotational viscometer, that could be defined as "rheopectic" although it
does not adhere strictly to the definition given. The material is essentially
a suspension of chrome yellow in linseed oil. The flow curve shows that the
paste behaves at first like a Newtonian liquid, that means it has a constant
Newtonian viscosity with increasing rates of shear. However, at a certain
"critical" rate of shear, the Newtonian liquid changes almost instantaneously to a slightly thixotropic plastic with a plastic viscosity somewhat
higher than its liquid viscosity and with a substantial yield value. The material remains plastic with further increase in rate of shear. At decreasing
rates of shear, the plastic viscosity and yield value decrease slightly, but
the material remains a plastic even at the lowest applied rate of shear. Apparently a finite time of rest is required to bring the material back to its
state of liquid fluidity. After a couple of hours, a measurement of the flow
curve would again be like that shown in Fig. 13. Materials exhibiting this
type of flow behavior are infrequent but were occasionally encountered in
86
87

T. H. Graham, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London A161, 184 (1861).
H. Freundlich and F. Juliusberger, Trans. Faraday Soc. 31, 920 (1935).
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FIG. 13. Concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer flow curve of a rheopectic piga
ment suspension. Temperature = 30° C. (U, in poises;/, in dynes/cm. ; G ~ 0.73 X
1
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?
r.p.m. in s e e r ; < S ~ 1 . 6 X 10~ Χ Τ in dynes/cm. for R = Rm).

studies of the behavior of pastes such as are used in the lithographic printing process.
6. TURBULENT FLOW

The foregoing types of flow assumed laminar behavior and streamline
flow, so that distinct layers of material would pass each other. In turbulent
flow, no distinct layers are observed. All layers mix with one another by
forming eddy currents, swirls, and vortices. Turbulent flow occurs when
the rate of shear exceeds a certain critical value. The criterion for the onset
of turbulence is frequently expressed as critical or transition Reynolds
88
number. The Reynolds number, Re, is a dimensionless quantity. For
Newtonian materials
(16)

where ν is the mean velocity, χ is an instrument length parameter, ρ is the
density, and μ/ρ is the Newtonian kinematic viscosity. At a certain critical
value of the Reynolds number, laminar flow will turn into turbulent flow;
then all the previously discussed flow types become indistinguishable and a
flow curve is obtained as shown schematically in Fig. If. It is similar to the
flow curve of a dilatant material, but in the case of turbulence, it does not
mean that the viscosity of the material increases with increasing rate of
88

O. Reynolds, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London A174 , 935-982 (1883).
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shear; it rather indicates that with increasing shearing stress the degree of
turbulence increases, so that a part of the increased stress is used to increase the number of eddy currents rather than to increase the flow of the
bulk of material.
Most studies of turbulent flow have been made on liquids flowing in
pipes. In studying turbulent flow in a pipe, it has been found that the flow
rate increases approximately with the square root of the applied pressure.
The transition value of the Reynolds number indicating the start of
turbulent flow is independent of the Newtonian material being investigated but depends to some extent on the instrumental conditions. Turbulent
flow can occur in pipes when the value of the Reynolds number exceeds
88
2000, if the pipe diameter D is the instrument length parameter in equation (16). Below this critical value, the flow is always laminar. With care,
critical Reynolds numbers as high as 20,000 have been realized. For capillary tubes and extrusion viscometers, these same critical values should be
approximately correct.
Empirical equations have been established for turbulent flow of Newtonian materials in pipes and capillaries. They are for Re = Dvp/μ for
smooth pipes
1/V?

= 2 log ( R e \ / i ) - 0.8

(17)

l/y/φ

= 2 log (D/2k) + 1.7

(18)

and for rough pipes

where the friction factor φ is
φ

= ^ 2
pLv

=

Re

and the grain diameter k indicates the surface roughness.
Thus, for turbulent flow in smooth pipes the flow velocity depends on the
Reynolds number Re and hence is a function of the viscosity, while in
rough pipes the flow velocity is independent of viscosity. For more detailed
information on turbulent flow of Newtonian fluids in pipes and for graphs
of 1/VV against R e \ / ^ for smooth pipes and pipes of various surface
8 9 , 90
roughness, the reader is referred to the literature
and Chapter 12, Vol. II.
In a well-dimensioned concentric cylinder rotational viscometer, turbulent flow is infrequent; however, it can occur and the flow curve must then
be rejected. Turbulent flow sets in at a higher rate of shear in viscometers
where the outside cylinder rotates than in those where the inner cylinder
89

H. Rouse and J. W. Howe, "Basic Mechanics of Fluids." Wiley, New York, 1953.
Ε. Ν. da C. Andrade, "Viscosity and Plasticity." Chemical Publishing, New
York, 1952.
90
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FIG. 14. Aging studies on dilatant
sodium lignin sulfonate. Temperature
2
1.13 X load in dynes/cm. for R = Rm).
week; (2) one day; (3) one hour. After

iron oxide suspensions in a 10% solution of
1
= 30° C. (G ~ 0.25 X r.p.m. in sec." ; S ~
Key: (a) 11.3 vol. % . (b) 12.1 vol. % . (1) one
21
Fischer.

91

is the rotor. Redimensioning of the cup and bob arrangement can often
prevent turbulence in the same material. A definite value for a transition
28
Reynolds number in rotational viscometers has been suggested, and calculations for certain conditions necessary for the occurrence of turbulence
2 8 , 3 291
'
in such viscometers have been m a d e .
IV. Physical Considerations

Pastes and paints can change their flow characteristics with aging, pretreatment, application of shear, type of application, temperature, type of
dispersion, physical and chemical characteristics of the solid and liquid
ingredients, the addition of special surface-active agents, and the extent of
grinding and mixing. This discussion will permit only a brief survey of the
various factors.
1. AGING

The aging of dispersions can cause an increase as well as a decrease in
consistency. This change in consistency is usually associated with a chemical change which could be a reaction between solid and liquid phase, or
with changes in the rate of flocculation arising from surface sorption
changes. Most changes caused by aging are irreversible and usually more
rapid in the beginning than later. Figure 1 4 demonstrates the change of
91

G. I. Taylor, Proc. Roy. Soc. A157, 546-578 (1936).
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21

two dilatant red iron oxide suspensions because of aging during one week.
Thixotropic and plastic pigment suspensions were found to change in
plastic viscosity, yield value, and degree of thixotropic structure while
standing for a couple of months. All three factors can either increase or
decrease during aging and each can do so independently of the other. Thus,
it is well to provide for the change in consistency of the final product during
storing over a reasonable period of time.
2. PRETREATMENT AND OPERATIONAL APPLICATION

Newtonian materials will always show the same resistance to flow, no
matter how they are treated before application or what the rate and type
of application are. Almost the same applies in the case of true plastic materials as long as the rate of shear on application is great enough to overcome the yield value stress and its associated plug flow in all types of application, even if the application requires the plastic material to flow through
extremely small openings. This, however, is no longer true in the case of
pseudoplastic, dilatant, thixotropic, and rheopectic materials. While the
treatment of the material just before application will not affect the flow
behavior of pseudoplastic and dilatant materials, the rate and type of
application will greatly determine their flow behavior, since the former's
resistance to flow will decrease whereas the latter's will increase with increasing shear rates. Thus, at high rates of shear of application, as is the
case when paper is coated by machine, the pseudoplastic material will have
a lower operational consistency than that measured on the viscometer. This
factor might account for smudging, an overly thin coating, or too much
penetration into the paper. The operational consistency of the dilatant material, on the other hand, might be so high that it might tear the paper. A
thixotropic material will decrease in viscosity but at the same time increase
in yield value intercept with an increase in rate of shear. Thus, at a high rate
of shear application the yield value intercept might become too high to permit flow through small openings, which might be one requirement of a specific application.
The treatment that is given to a thixotropic material before its application can also affect its performance during application. A coating application such as dipping is performed at a low rate of shear. More intense agitation at higher rates of shear than used for dipping will change the
consistency of a thixotropic material more than the dipping operation
would. Thus, if the rest period between agitation and dipping application
is not enough to permit the recovery of the thixotropic breakdown experienced during agitation, the consistency of the dipping material will, at the
time of operation, be different from that which had undergone no agitation
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FIG. 15. Temperature-viscosity function for Newtonian behavior at low rates of
71
shear, (a) Silicone fluid, (b) Polybutene oil. After Weltmann.

prior to dipping. Any pretreatment at a rate of shear lower than that of
application will not affect the performance characteristics of the material.
3. TEMPERATURE

The consistency, that is, the viscosity or the plastic viscosity, of most
materials decreases with an increase in temperature. In exceptional cases
an increase in viscosity with increasing temperature is measured, which is
usually connected with a chemical and surface reaction. However, when no
chemical reaction occurs the change in viscosity with temperature follows
9 0 , 92
approximately Andrade's l a w
which for Newtonian materials is
b/Te
μ = ae . This law can be approximated over limited temperature ranges
by the following equation
BTe

μ = Ae'

(19)

where A and Β are constants of the tested material and Te is the temperature. The slope Β of this line is frequently constant for a family of
materials such as linseed oils bodied to different viscosity or different
viscosity silicone fluids. However, it differs appreciably for the different
types of materials, as is shown in Fig. 15 for a silicone fluid and a polybutene
oil. Relationships similar to equation (19) are obtained for non-Newtonian
materials so that the apparent and plastic viscosity can be substituted for
92

Ε. N. da C. Andrade, Nature 125, 309, 582, (1930).
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the Newtonian viscosity in equation (19). The yield value, however, has a
tendency to increase with temperature, although no absolute rule could be
established. Thus, when the application of the material causes an increase
in temperature during operation, which is almost always unavoidable at
high rates of shear, the consistency at the operational temperature has to
be considered in order to interpret the performance characteristics.
Another effect of temperature might be evaporation, which can cause
manifold viscosity increases during operation. This problem is, for instance,
encountered in high-speed printing with a vapor-set ink and in paint-spraying applications.
4. DISPERSION AND INGREDIENTS

A paint and paste dispersion can be either a liquid dispersed in another
liquid (emulsion) or a solid ground in a liquid (suspension). A mixture or
multiple of each type of dispersion is also frequently encountered, for example, in pastes for textile coating and printing. In this chapter only
simple dispersions will be discussed.
The flow properties of dispersions change appreciably with the percent93 95
age of each constituent. " In suspensions the liquid is frequently a mixture
of two or more oils. If the viscosity of each of them is known, a mixture of
desired viscosity μ can be obtained by using a logarithmic relationship,
96
similar to Arrhenius' law for mixtures of sols, so that
μ

=

1ρ
μ ι β

ln

WMI)]/IOO

)

This equation gives good practical results. In this equation, μχ and μ 2 are
the viscosities of the two oils forming the mixture and ρ is the volume
percentage of the heavier liquid. Figure 16 gives experimental verifications
97
of equation (20) for seven oil mixtures.
96
α
Arrhenius' law μ = μοβ °, where α is a constant, relates the suspension
viscosity μ to the solid concentration c and to the solute viscosity μ 0 .
Similar equations have been established experimentally for solid particles
9 8 , 99
1 00
of different shapes
suspended in liquids. Einstein's classical equation
gives the first term of the semilogarithmic power law of Arrhenius' equation and calculates a to be equal to 2.5. This equation was derived under
93

H. L. Bredée and J. de Booys, Kolloid-Z. 79, 31-49 (1937).
K. Hess and W. Philipoff, Ber. 70, 639 (1937).
W. Philippoff, "Viskosität der Kolloide." Steinkopf, Dresden and Leipzig,
1942. (Reprinted in English by Edwards, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1944.)
96
S. Arrhenius, Z. physik. Chem. (Leipzig) 1, 285-98 (1887).
97
R. N. Weltmann and H. Green,
Appl. Phys. 14, 11 (1943).
98
F. Eirich, M. Bunzl, and H. Margaretha, Kolloid-Z. 74, 376 (1936).
99
F. Eirich, H. Margaretha, and M. Bunzl, Kolloid-Z. 75, 20 (1936).
1 00
A. Einstein, Ann. Physik [4] 19, 289 (1906) ; [4] 34, 592 (1911).
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FIG. 16. Newtonian viscosity at low rates of shear of a mixture of two oils as function of the volume content of the heavier oil. Temperature = 30° C. Key: (A) Two
isobutylene oils; (B) isobutylene and mineral oils; (C) linseed and mineral oils; (D)
two linseed oils; (E) isobutylene and linseed oils; ( F ) two linseed oils; (G) N.B.S.
97
standard viscosity and mineral oils. After Weltmann and Green.

the assumption that the suspension is so dilute that the spherical and
nondeformable particles do not interfere with each other, hence, Newtonian
flow was assumed. The value c is then the specific volume concentration.
Other theoretical equations have been suggested. Reference to them can be
95
found in the literature. For plastic flow a more complicated logarithmic
97
law has been empirically established. For the plastic viscosity U and for
the yield value / the equations are
Bc

U = (μο + A)e

(21a)

and
nc

/ = Me

(21b)

where c is the percent volume concentration of the dispersed solid, μο is
again the viscosity of the liquid phase, the constants Β, M, and η are related to the particle size, shape, and surface, whereas A was found to be
independent of particle size but might depend on particle shape and surface. Since A is zero in Arrhenius' equation for Newtonian materials, A in
equation (21a) might be a function of the interference of the particles with
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FIG. 17. Consistency of pigment suspensions as function of pigment volume content. Temperature = 30° C. (a) Plastic viscosity, (b) Yield value. Key: (A) carbon
black; (B) leaded zinc oxide; (C) green seal zinc oxide; (D) basic carbonate white
lead, sample one; (E) antimony oxide; ( F ) basic carbonate white lead, sample two.
97
After Weltmann and Green.

each other in a non-Newtonian suspension. Figures 17a and 17b show
logarithmic plots of plastic viscosity and yield value against volume per97
cent of solid for solid-liquid pastes of various pigments suspended in the
same liquid. In Figs. 18a and 18b the same type of plot is shown for one
1 01
pigment, a leaded zinc oxide which was heated in order to obtain it in
particles of different average particle size, d 3 , with respect to specific sur9 4, 1 02
face.
The different sized particles were suspended in the same liquid.
Figure 18c demonstrates that Β and η decrease with increasing average
103
particle size ds. Other investigators have found similar relationships for
mineral powders suspended in high viscosity asphalts. These empirical
laws are of practical value for systems like paints and pastes since these
materials are restricted in the variety of their components.
At a certain solid-liquid content some suspensions show dilatant behavior.
21
Table II lists the liquid content at which dilatancy occurs in a few selected
suspensions.
Very little information is available in regard to the investigation of liquidliquid dispersions. An emulsion might, for example, consist of water in oil
or oil dispersed in water. T o stabilize the emulsion, an emulsifying agent is
frequently added. In Fig. 19 are plotted the plastic viscosities and yield
values of four different oil-water emulsions, with emulsifying agents added,
against the percentage water content. At the point of maximum viscosity,
1 01

H. Green and G. S. Haslam, Ind. Eng Chem. 19, 1, 53, (1927).
H. Green, J. Franklin Inst. 204, 713 (1927).
R. N. Traxler, Η. Ε. Schweyer, and L. R. MofTatt, Ind. Eng. Chem. 29, 489-492
(1937).
1 02

1 03
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EXPONENTS, η and Β
FIG. 18. Consistency of leaded zinc oxide suspensions with particles heated to different average diameters d 3 (in microns), as function of pigment volume content. Temperature = 30° C. (a) Plastic viscosity, (b) Yield value. Key: (1) d3 = 0.55; (2) d3 =
0.75; (3) dz = 1.44; (4) dz = 2.08; (δ) dz = 2.50. (c) Particle size dz as function of con97
stants Β and η in equation (21). After Weltmann and Green.

inversion of the emulsion phases starts and becomes very pronounced after
the yield value maximum is passed. It should be noticed that both the
plastic viscosity and yield value increase and decrease rapidly with a
change in water content. This indicates that only a slight change in the
liquid-liquid ratio can change the flow characteristics of emulsions substantially. The emulsions of Fig. 19 were mixed in a colloid mill. Although
different mixture procedures would alter the results in a quantitative way,
the trend of the curves would be similar.
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T A B L E II
LIQUID CONTENT AT WHICH DILATANCY WAS OBSERVED FOR
DIFFERENT PIGMENT SUSPENSIONS
21

(Fischer )
c oM
i'j

S

ur~4„~ / „ , Λ 7 of\a
Water {vol. %)-

Starch (slight acid modification)
Starch (gum type)
Calcium carbonate
Lithol toner
Barium sulfate
Carbon black
Chrome yellow
Zinc oxide
Zinc oxide, acicular
Iron oxide, red

Formamide
{
w yL
%

Carbon tetrachloride (vol. %)»

38

—

59

35
55
53
39
33
31
30
18
12

—
43
43
32
33
29

62
50

—
—
14

—
—
—

31
33
—

18

° Contained 10% of sulfonated lignin.
b
Contained 10% of Aerosol O T .
5 . SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS

Viscosity, plastic viscosity, and yield value can change on addition of
surface active agents. They can either increase or decrease together, or one
of the flow properties can increase while another one is decreasing. Also, a
material exhibiting one type of flow behavior can acquire a different type
of flow behavior after the addition of surface active agents. This is especially pronounced when dealing with dilatant materials, since only a
slight addition will counteract the close-packing effect. The effects of additions of surface active agents to pigment suspensions and emulsions are
manifold and often difficult to explain. Surface active agents are supposed
to change the interfacial tension; however, one finds that some of these
agents hardly change the surface tension of water. Their supposed purpose
is better dispersion, more rapid and intimate liquid contact with the solid
particle, better wetting and a stabilizing action with respect to liquid-liquid
dispersions. The expression "better dispersion" as used here combines two
different mechanisms which are deaggregation and deflocculation. Deaggregation is a mechanical or chemical separation of single particles contained in an aggregate. The aggregate consisting of these unit particles is
glued together in such a fashion as to prevent the liquid from penetrating
into the aggregated mass and thus surrounding each unit particle. Deflocculation, on the other hand, can only be effected by chemical means.
Mechanical force does not change the state of flocculation. A flocculate is a
loose but connected structure of particles, where the particles are far enough
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FIG. 19. Consistency of oil-water emulsions as functions of per cent water content.
Temperature = 30° C. (a) Water-mineral oil. (b) Water-linseed oil. (1) Emulsifying
agent 4% oleic acid and 2% triethanolamine; (2) emulsifying agent 10% mannide
monooleate and 2% triethanolamine.

apart to permit the liquid to surround them, but apparently close enough
for strong forces to exist between the particles so that the material will not
start to flow until enough shearing stress is applied to overcome these forces.
This shearing stress is proportional to the yield value. A chemical surface
reaction between solid and liquid or a coating of the solid particles can
change these forces, in that the yield value will either increase or decrease
depending on whether the affinity of the particles to each other or to the
surrounding medium becomes greater or less.
21 1 0 4
In Tables III and IV, '
are listed the flow properties of suspensions
before and after the addition of a number of surface active agents. Table
21
IV shows how the addition of water changes the flow properties and how
additions of some of the surface active agents can counteract at least to a
certain degree the effects of water on the flow properties of the suspensions.
1 04

Ε. K. Fischer and C. W. Jerome, Ind. Eng. Chem. 35, 336-343 (1943).
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TABLE III
CHANGE IN FLOW PROPERTIES OF IRON-BLUE DISPERSIONS ON
ADDITIONS OF SURFACE ACTIVE AGENTS
21
(Fischer )
Iron blue

Reagent

29.8% by volume
in glycerol
U
(poises)

None (control)
Octyl ester sulfosuccinic acid (Na salt)
Dibutyl phenyl phenol
sulfonate (Na salt)
Alkyl aryl sulfonic acid
(Na salt)
Lauryl alcohol sulfate
(Na salt)
Lecithin
Alkyl aryl sulfonate
(Na salt) A
Alkyl aryl sulfonate
(Na salt) Β
Diethyl amino ethyl
stearyl acid amide
Secondary fatty alcohol
sulfate (Na salt)
Zinc naphthenate
Water

/
(dynes/
2
cm. )

20% by volume
in mineral oü

28% by volume
in linseed varnish

U
(poises)

(dynes/
2
cm. )

U
(poises)

(dynes/
2
cm. )

8.3
8.3

37
260

106
32

6,900
5,500

90
78

2,600
2,200

8.6

830

81

6,350

98

2,200

0

61

9,000

92

2,400

8.8

130

38

2,700

83

2,300

57
8.8

1,400
130

23
74

410
6,600

85
84

2,400
1,800

9.9

350

69

5,200

81

1,700

8,000

77

4,400

81

2,300

300

89

9,300

114

1,700

b

b

—

—

47
b

4,400
b

78
b

2,200

14°

70
7.3

6

° Calculated at low rate of shear, dilatant at higher rates of shear.
b
Too high to measure on available viscometer.

Frequently, additions of small quantities of water, when immiscible with
the continuous phase, act as a flocculation agent for pigment powders, as
was shown in Fig. 6. One explanation for this is that polar compounds like
water form connecting bridges between the particles and thus induce a
flocculated structure. The effect of water is an important consideration,
since hydrophilic pigments, when in the powder state, take up the water
from the surrounding atmosphere, so that when they are mixed into a
liquid medium, the water often produces flocculated suspensions. In line
1 05
with this reasoning, a process has been patented which claims to prevent
1 06

A. M. Taylor and A. R. Chapman, U. S. Patent 1,824,177, September, 1931.
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TABLE IV

CHANGE IN FLOW PROPERTIES OF PIGMENT DISPERSIONS ON ADDITION OF WATER
21

(Fischer )
Before water addition
^
J

Reagent

(poises)

2

(dynes/cm. )

^

After water addition
J

(poises)

2

(dynes/cm. )

26% Titanium Dioxide by Volume in Mineral Oil
None (control)
Zinc naphthenate
Lecithin
Octyl ester sulfosuccinic
acid (Na salt)

a
35
22
40

a
2,900
1,300
3,600

a
53
18
31

a

4,400
1,500
3,200

81% Titanium Dioxide by Volume in Bodied Linseed Oil
None (control)

58

740

Zinc naphthenate
Lecithin
Octyl ester sulfosuccinic
acid (Na salt)

44
68
61

780
8,200
3,400

60
50
55

1,440
10,000
6,400

27% Ultramarine Blue by Volume in Bodied Linseed Oil
None (control)
Lecithin
Octyl ester sulfosuccinic
acid (Zn salt)

33
24
19

1,000
0
220

25
170

90
4,100

° Too high to measure on the available viscometer.

flocculation in lacquers by additions of hygroscopic organic liquids to pigments.
Sometimes hydrophillic coatings like gum arabic, agar, gum tragacanth,
alginates, and dextrin are used to treat pigments, as is purposely done in
1 06
another patent to implant controllable thixotropic properties to a paint.
Water is also frequently added to promote and control flocculation and
thixotropic behavior in a pigment suspension. Flocculation can be desirable
to prevent hard settling of the pigments and to control the surface finish of
a coating. In the case of basic lead sulphate, the use of steam has been
1 07
suggested to promote flocculation. Small quantities of polar compounds
other than water and immiscible with the continuous phase—such as alcohol, glycerin, glycol and butanol—are also used as flocculation agents for
1 06
1 07

D . L. Gamble and L. D . Grady, U. S. Patent 2,135,936, November, 1938.
W. J. Clapson, U. S. Patent 2,315,188, March, 1943.
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pigment powders. In the case of hydrophilic pigments suspended in water
or in an aqueous solution, oils and oil-soluble agents, such as lecithin or
xylene, will frequently induce flocculation.
6. GRINDING AND M I X I N G

This is not intended to be a paragraph on the technique and efficiency
of grinding and mixing. It is included only to highlight the importance of
rheological factors in grinding and to point out the changes in flow properties with the degree and type of mixing.
The output of a three-roller mill increases with an increase in viscosity
21
of the material as shown in Fig. 20. In these tests a variety of materials
of known viscosity, measured on a rotational viscometer, were passed over
a 5 X 11-in. three-roll laboratory mill, and the time was measured for a
given volume of material to traverse the system of rollers for identical
roller settings. The results indicate that an increase of the viscosity for the
grinding operation tends to increase the grinding efficiency. The curve in
Fig. 20 can be considered only as an indication of a trend, since the plastic
viscosities measured at the rate of shear of the rotational viscometer are
not necessarily the same as the operational viscosities on the three-roller
mill. Apparently, the yield value does not greatly affect the grinding efficiency; as long as it is low enough so that the material flows readily from
the feed rollers.
In ball-mill grinding, the viscosity is also an important factor. In practice
the degree and efficiency of grinding can be controlled by adjusting the
21
flow properties of the material. According to the literature, a practical
600|

i

ι

75
ΊΟΟ
125
GRINDING TIME, sec

200

FIG. 20. Required time for samples of same volume, but of different viscosity to
pass through a 5- by 7-in. three-roller laboratory mill. Key: O , Newtonian viscosity
21
of varnishes; Δ , plastic viscosity of pigment suspensions. After Fischer.
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viscosity for good operation in laboratory steel ball mills of 1 gal. or less
capacity has been estimated to be about 10 poises, while in steel ball mills
21
5 ft. in diameter an operational viscosity as high as 200 poises is said to
be still practical. Pebble and porcelain ball mills, however, should be
operated at a somewhat lower viscosity on account of the smaller weight of
the grinding media. Those approximate viscosity limits are estimations of
the actual viscosities existing during the mixing operation. The viscosities
that the materials have before mixing will differ substantially from those
existing during the mixing operation. The flow properties change during
processing because of increase in temperature, increased degree of deaggregation, increase in wetting, and generally improved interaction between
solid and liquid phases.
1 08

In fact, Fischer has shown by photomicrographs that increasing deaggregation occurs when grinding an iron blue pigment in a linseed oil.
From microscopic observations he concluded that the increase in color
strength parallels the reduction in aggregate size as the milling continues.
Most pigment suspensions show an increase in color strength with continued grinding, accompanied by a change in flow properties. The effect of
ball milling on the color strength and on the flow properties of a carbon
black pigment suspended in a mineral oil is demonstrated in Fig. 21. The
trend shown in Fig. 21 was found to be representative for many materials.
Because the rate of shear is higher during milling than in a viscometer, a
pseudoplastic material will have a lower viscosity, while a dilatant one will
have a higher viscosity during mixing than was measured on the viscometer.
The viscosity of a thixotropic material will decrease substantially, while its
yield value might increase during milling. Thus, to evaluate grinding performance the consistency of the material at the operational grinding conditions and at the different steps of processing has to be determined.
Another illustration of the effect of the degree of mixing on the flow
1 09
properties of a material is given in Fig. 22. In this figure, flow curves are
shown which were obtained by cooking two samples of the same starch
at the same constant temperature but at two different mixing rates of shear.
The rate of shear during mixing in the double boiler was about twice that
of the Corn Industries viscometer, which is a rotational viscometer with a
propeller-type rotor. By chance, it happened that the flow curve taken with
the rotational viscometer of the one starch sample that was cooked and
mixed for half an hour in the double boiler, coincided with the flow curve
of the other starch sample, which was cooked and mixed about 1.25 hr. in
the Corn Industries (C.I.) viscometer. Thus, it is shown that the mixing
at the higher rate of shear in the double boiler accomplished in 30 min. the
1 08
1 09

Ε. K. Fischer, Ind. Eng. Chem. 33, 1465 (1941).
W. G. Bechtel and Ε. K. Fischer, J. Colloid Sei. 4, 3 (1949).
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FIG. 21. Change in flow properties and color strength of a suspension of carbon
black in mineral oil as function of time of ball milling. (Ball size = 0.8 in., ball
charge = 500 gr.) (a) Plastic viscosity, (b) Yield value, (c) Color strength.
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same degree of mixing that could be obtained with the C.I. viscometer at
the lower rate of shear only after 75 min.
V. Product Evaluation

Product evaluation includes some preoperational as well as operational
aspects. Before a product is manufactured, its application is known, and
thus certain deductions are possible as to the flow behavior that might be
most desirable for best operation. In order to control the flow behavior of
any material, an instrument must be selected to make flow measurements,
which permits a sufficiently good interpretation of the flow properties of
the product, so that the manufacturer will be able to tell whether two
batches of one material or of different materials will have equal flow behavior under all conditions of operational application. The manufacturer
would also want to predict from the flow measurements the physical
difference in application behavior. In the preoperational stage, physical
effects which occur in manufacture and storing, such as temperature effects,
evaporation, mixing procedures, and shelf life, must be studied. In the
operational stage, the flow properties of the product must be correlated to
actual operational performance characteristics. T o do that, special techniques are frequently required that differ for each application. In addition,
the knowledge of the flow properties is frequently used to achieve a more
efficient and better controlled operation in manufacture and application.
1. CONTROL

In correlating the performance characteristics of a material with the flow
properties, the control of the product is of primary importance since operational shear, temperature, and other physical effects during application can
only be evaluated if those factors have been studied separately on materials
of exactly the same composition and flow properties.
Control is, of course, a must when reproducing a once satisfactory product
and also when describing its flow specifications.
In many industries which deal with the manufacture of pastes like paints,
varnishes, various food products, paper pulps, medical items, coatings of
various kinds, ceramic slurries, printing inks, latices, asphalts, and cements,
one of the main factors of control of the manufacturing process is the
measurement of consistency. In most cases, one-point measurements are
employed, which frequently lead to erroneous results even if obtained with
a properly designed viscometer in which the shearing stress is almost constant throughout the test sample.
For demonstration purposes, three materials, a thixotropic plastic, a
true plastic, and a Newtonian, are considered in Fig. 23. The one-point
value of the apparent viscosity obtained at a rate of shear equal to A is the
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SHEARING STRESS, S

F I G . 2 3 . Schematic flow curves of a Newtonian, true plastic, and thixotropic
plastic material to demonstrate the difference in flow behavior at different rates of
shear.

same for all three materials. However, these materials look different and
behave entirely differently even when applied at this same rate of shear of
G = A, where all three have the same apparent viscosity. In coating paper
or textiles, for instance, at G = A, the Newtonian might penetrate into the
substratum, while the other two because of their yield value might remain
on top, which could result in differences in color, surface appearance, surface
strength, and strike-through to the other side. A study of the flow curves
indicates that the Newtonian will flow readily from a spatula at extremely
low rates of shear, while the plastic as well as the thixotropic materials
will show reluctance to do so because of their yield values. After flow has
been initiated, and certainly at rates of shear G > A, both the plastic and
thixotropic materials will flow more rapidly than the Newtonian because
of their lower plastic viscosities.
At operational rates of shear G = Β and G = C, all three materials have
different apparent viscosities. The apparent viscosity of the Newtonian
material is the same as it was at G = A ; so is its flow behavior. While the
apparent viscosity of the true plastic material changes substantially from
G = A to G = C or B, its flow behavior remains unaltered since its plastic
viscosity and yield value, which are the factors determining the flow behavior, are constant for all rates of shear. The flow characteristics of a true
plastic material change only if the applied rate of shear is so low as to
induce plug flow.
For the thixotropic material, the apparent viscosities are very different
at G = C and Β from that at G = A. For this material a change in apparent viscosity indicates a change in plastic viscosity and yield-value
intercept, as can be seen from studying the complete flow curves, and thus
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its flow behavior is entirely different at the different operational speeds.
At G = Β the thixotropic material has a lower apparent viscosity than it
had at G = A, which in reality means a lower plastic viscosity but a higher
yield-value intercept. Thus at G = Β, the material flows more readily if
considered in bulk, but less readily when made to flow into small crevices
than it does at G = A. For silk screen printing, for instance, a high yield
value at the instant of operation would spell failure because, for sharp and
detailed image printing, the material has to be able to flow into all corners
of the fine screen. On the other hand, a paste that is too fluid at the operational speed will run under the wire, and thus the image will blur. The
thixotropic plastic material has a very high viscosity at G = C; thus, when
used for coating purposes at those low rates of shear, it might not be able
to follow the coating rollers, or its viscosity might be so high as to tear the
base material instead of coating it.
This demonstration should induce the careful investigator to measure at
first entire flow curves of all materials in order to learn about the type of
flow of the products with which he is concerned. Only then will it be possible
to select a suitable control instrument. One-point instruments have desirable features since they are simple and fast in operation and since they can
frequently be used to control the production batches by an automatic
feedback system which is used either to add ingredients when necessary or
to shut off the mixing operation at a desired consistency. The latter is done
with success in the starch industry. The starch is agitated and mixed at a
given temperature, and its one-point viscosity is measured with a paddle1 10
type rotational viscometer. The pasting process, as this mixing procedure
is called, is ended at the instant the one-point viscosity indicates the desired
value, which is predetermined and varies for different commercial starch
pastes. As long as the flow properties of materials are known, one-point
instruments are, in many cases, well suited for controlling even highly
non-Newtonian materials. However, in the case of non-Newtonian materials, precautions should be taken against changes in test conditions.
For materials that are used in high rate of shear application, it is desirable to obtain the flow curves at the same high shearing rates. Rotational
viscometers are frequently incapable of supplying those rates of shear because of mechanical difficulties, unless special design features are em1 11
ployed. Nevertheless, the rotational-viscometer flow curves have the
advantage of not only indicating the flow type of the material but also
permitting extrapolation so that sometimes certain conclusions can be
drawn in regard to the flow behavior that the material will have at the
higher rates of shear of application. For additional flow information, vis1 10
1 11

C. C. Kesler and W. G. Bechtel, Anal. Chem. 19, 16-21 (1927).
W. K. Asbeck, D . D . Laiderman, and M. Van Loo, Λ Colloid Sei. 7, 3 (1952).
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cometers capable of subjecting the materials to higher rates of shear, such
as extrusion instruments, can be used, but the correct interpretation of
such flow measurements is often difficult, especially in the case of highly
non-Newtonian materials.
2. F L O W IN PIPES

Since many slurries, pastes, and paints are pumped through pipes during
their manufacture and in application, a discussion of their flow behavior in
pipes seems important. In addition, this discussion will illustrate that rotational-viscometer flow curves frequently permit an interpretation of the
flow behavior of materials at higher rate-of-shear applications than the
viscometer is capable of producing.
The pressure that is necessary to pump a material through a pipe line
system at a given flow rate depends on the pressure loss in the total pipeline
system. Pressure losses are incurred by the viscous resistance of the material in the straight pipe line and in the pipeline transitions such as bends,
valves, elbows, and pipe expansions and contractions. The viscous losses in
straight pipelines are frequently large compared to the pipe transition
losses, so that the latter can sometimes be neglected.
The pressure loss for an entire pipeline system is
(22)
where ρ is the density of the material, ν is the mean velocity which is
determined from the flow rate, L and D are the entire length and mean
diameter of the pipe line system, respectively, φ is the friction factor, which
represents the flow resistance of the material and is given in equation (18)
59, 1 12
for Newtonian liquids, and CL is the sum of all pressure loss coefficients
obtained from all pipeline transitions in the pipeline system. It is obtained
from the total-pressure losses. Thus, if static-pressure losses are measured,
recalculations have to be made to obtain the total-pressure transition losses
1 1 2 , 1 31
in contractions and expansions.
The friction factor φ can be obtained from a generalized friction diagram
5 9 , 1 14
such as is shown in Fig. 2 4 .
This diagram has been used to obtain the
friction factor for Newtonian, Bingham plastic, pseudoplastic, and dilatant
materials in laminar and turbulent flow as a function of the Reynolds
number and the pertinent non-Newtonian parameters. Experimental flow
1 12

R. N. Weltmann and T. A. Keller, Natl. Advisory Comm. Aeronaut. Tech. Note
No. 3889, (1957).
1 13
W. H. McAdams, "Heat Transmission," 3rd ed. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1954.
1 14
R. N. Weltmann, Ind. Eng. Chem. 48, 386-387, 1956.
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R E Y N O L D S N U M B E R , Re · Dv/>/VISCOSITY

F I G . 24. Generalized friction diagram for Newtonian and non-Newtonian flow in
8 9 1 14
pipelines. After Weltmann. *
112,115-1
81

59,11
2

data
have been u s e d
to illustrate the validity of this friction
1 1 9 , 1 02
diagram. Other composite friction diagrams have been suggested
which use different non-Newtonian flow parameters.
The flow of Newtonian materials in pipelines is well understood and is
given by Poiseuille^ equation (equation 2) in the laminar range of flow
behavior and by equations (17) and (18) in the turbulent range. The fric1 16

R. H. Wilhelm, D . M. Wroughton, and W. F . Loeffel, Ind. Eng. Chem. 31, 662
(1939).
1 16
G. E. Alves, D . F . Boucher, and R. L. Pigford, Chem. Eng. Progr. 48, 385-393
(1952).
1 17
M. D . Winning, M. Sc. Thesis in Chemical Engineering, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Canada, 1948.
1 18
C. C. Winding, G. P. Bauman, and W. L. Kranich, Chem. Eng. Progr. 43, 527
(1947).
1 19
A. B. Metzner and J. C. Reed, A.I.Ch. Ε. Journal 1(4), 434-440, (1955).
1 20
Ε. Β. Christiansen, Ν. W. Ryan, and W. Ε. Stevens, Α. I. Ch. E. Journal 1(4),
544-548 (1955).
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tion diagram for Newtonian fluids is presented by curve a for laminar flow
and by curves b for turbulent flow in Fig. 24. One curve b is for smooth
pipes and the other curve b is for a pipe with a very rough inside surface.
113
The lines for pipes of medium roughness lie between the two curves b.
The viscosity which is used to calculate the Reynolds number is the Newtonian viscosity. Thus, the pressure loss of a Newtonian material in a pipeline is a unique function of the Reynolds number.
The flow of non-Newtonian materials in pipelines is not quite as well
understood. However, the Buckingham equation (equation 9) was used to
5 9 , 1 1 4 , 112 1 2 2
'
determine the laminar flow of Bingham plastics in pipe l i n e s
and the power equation (equation 13) was used to determine the laminar
5 9, 1 1 4 , 1 91
flow of pseudoplastic and dilatant materials in pipe lines.
1 22
For a Bingham plastic in laminar flow the friction factor is
)

«-ReSs
59

where PI = / D/Uv and is called the plasticity number and s is the ratio
of yield value to shearing stress at the pipe wall. Since s is a unique function of PI, the friction factor for Bingham plastics in laminar flow is fully
determined from Re and PL It is found from Fig. 24 at the intersection of
the Reynolds number and the plasticity number. The Reynolds number in
this case is calculated by using the plastic viscosity, and the plasticity
number is calculated by using the plastic viscosity and the yield value of
the plastic material. Since both flow parameters are independent of the
rate of shear, the rate of shear in the pipeline does not have to be known.
For pseudoplastic and dilatant materials in laminar flow the friction
5 9 , 1 14
factor i s

-im

Thus the friction factor for pseudoplastic and dilatant materials is fully
determined from Re and N. It is found from Fig. 24 at the intersection of
the Reynolds number and the structure number. The Reynolds number in
this case is calculated by using the apparent viscosity of the material at the
flow condition that prevails in the pipeline. This flow condition is given by
the rate of shear and temperature in the pipeline. The rate of shear in the
pipeline for the flow of pseudoplastic and dilatant materials in laminar flow
is
Gp = 2v(N + 3)/D
1 21
1 22

E. L. McMillen, Chem. Eng. Progr. 44, 537-546 (1948).
B. O. A. Hedström, Ind. Eng. Chem. 44, 651-656 (1952).

(25)

( 2 3
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Thus, the apparent viscosity that is to be used in the Reynolds number has
to be measured in the viscometer at the pipeline rate of shear or to be calculated for this rate of shear by extrapolation from equations 12 and 13.
Sometimes the structure number Ν also varies with rate of shear and has
6 9 1 12
then to be obtained for the pipeline rate of shear in a similar manner. ·
Experimental data seem to indicate that turbulent flow in pipelines sets
in for non-Newtonian materials at a Reynolds number at which the lines
of constant plasticity number and structure number intercept the curve b
for turbulent Newtonian flow that corresponds to the respective pipeline
roughness. Thus, in turbulent non-Newtonian flow the friction factor is a
unique function of the Reynolds number. For Bingham plastics the Reynolds number is calculated by using the plastic viscosity since it remains
constant with increasing rates of shear. For pseudoplastic and dilatant
materials the Reynolds number is calculated by using an estimated apparent viscosity which is obtained by extrapolation to infinite rate of
2 9 , 5 9 , 121
Since in turbulent flow the rate of shear is high but difficult
shear.
to evaluate, it is assumed that the apparent viscosity thus determined is a
close estimate of the actual apparent viscosity of the material in turbulent
flow.
Figure 25 illustrates the validity of the friction diagram for determining

300X!0
PRESSURE

LOSS.AR

4

DYNES/CM

2

F I G . 25. Comparison of calculated (solid line) and measured pressure losses
(points) of a pseudoplastic material in a %-in. pipeline in laminar and turbulent
flow. The different point symbols represent four different experiments. After Welt1 12
mann and Keller.
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the pressure losses of a pseudoplastic material in laminar and turbulent
flow, in a straight pipeline. The solid line was calculated by using the
appropriate apparent viscosities and structure number to determine the
friction factor from the friction diagram (Fig. 24). The flow properties η
and Ν were obtained from a concentric cylinder rotational viscometer flow
curve at the rates of shear corresponding to the flow rates in the pipeline.
The pressure loss was calculated from equation (22). The points are measurements from four different experiments. Some deviations between the
calculated and experimental data are apparent in the transition region.
1 12
These same deviations occurred with a Newtonian liquid indicating a
nonideal transition region in the pipeline, probably on account of nonuniformity in diameter and surface roughness.
T o determine the pressure loss in an entire pipeline system, the transition
loss coefficients CL have to be evaluated. For many transitions they have
been experimentally determined for Newtonian liquids and can be found
1 23
in a handbook. Frequently they are referred to as "numbers of velocity
head." The transition loss coefficients for a few non-Newtonian materials
112
112
have also been experimentally determined. This same reference uses
the results from these experiments for an analysis, which permits the determination of the pressure losses that occur when such or similar non-Newtonian materials are passed through pipeline transitions, provided that the
transition loss coefficients for Newtonian liquids are available for the same
transitions. This analysis is quite useful since transition loss coefficients for
Newtonian liquids are frequently given in the manufacturer's specifications,
even for the very complicated transitions.
3. PASTES

Pastes can be solid-liquid dispersions, liquid-liquid dispersions, colloidal
suspensions, and solutions. Thus, all of the many types of flow behavior
that have been described and analyzed in the previous paragraphs can be
encountered when studying the rheological properties of pastes. Some correlation between flow properties and application behavior was given
throughout this chapter for purposes of demonstration. Also, flow curves of
various pastes were shown to illustrate the variety of flow types encountered
when dealing with pastes. In the following, an attempt will be made to
treat some miscellaneous pastes which are not treated elsewhere in the book
and to correlate their flow behavior with their performance characteristics
in production and application.
Some miscellaneous pastes of everyday household use and their flow
1 23

J. H. Perry, ed., "Chemical Engineers' Handbook," 3rd ed. McGraw-Hill, New
York, 1950.
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TABLE V
CONSISTENCY OF A F E W P O P U L A R H O U S E H O L D P A S T E S

Paste
Water
Honey

U
(poises)

2

(dynes/cm. )

0.01
115

0
580

Mustard

2.94

390

Mayonnaise

6.33

850

Margarine

7.77

480

Ketchup

0.83

150

Burma shave

3.46

210

Other
shaving
cream
Clay-water suspension

2.55

220

—

—

° Data taken from Green.

Flow type
Newtonian
Thixotropic
plastic
Thixotropic
plastic
Thixotropic
plastic
Thixotropic
plastic
Thixotropic
plastic
Thixotropic
plastic
Thixotropic
plastic
Thixotropic
dilatant

0

Degree of
thixotropy
None
Slight
Slight
Slight
Very marked
Slight
Very marked
Very marked
Slight

18

behavior are presented in Table V to give the reader a perception of consistency and flow types.
The rheological problem of the ketchup manufacturer is to make the
ketchup to such a consistency that it can easily be poured from a serving
bottle and yet will flow slowly enough to prevent spilling. That requires a
rather critical adjustment and control of yield value at the rate of shear to
which it will be subjected by the user.
Shaving creams, like toothpastes and artist colors, are manufactured in a
continuous process. Therefore, their consistency during the production
process has to be adjusted for easy piping and later for ready flow-out from
the consumers' tubes.
The manufacturers of medical and food products such as various salves,
penicillin, and canned baby foods have used rheological measurements to
adjust the consistency of their products and for control purposes. In the
dairy, flour, and starch industries, rheology is mainly used for automatic
control purposes by shutting off the mixing and cooking process at a
previously determined "consistency end point." Similar use of rheology is
made in the preparation of varnishes and resins.
The manufacturers of glues and adhesives measure the change in consistency with temperature to obtain an indication of the stickiness and
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performance characteristics of their product upon application and drying.
They then use the consistency obtained at one or more temperatures for
product control.
For high speed processes, such as printing and paper coating, the paste
has to be of sufficiently low consistency to follow the rollers and not to tear
the substratum at the high stresses that are developed. Thus, for high
speed processes dilatancy is disastrous. However, dilatant materials can
be used in low speed coating processes, and in fact some of the materials
used for furniture decorations—for instance, artificial leather cloth and
also some oilcloth coatings—have shown dilatant flow behavior. But even
in the case of slow-coating processes, the manufacturer would prefer nondilatant pastes, since they are much easier to handle and to control. When
coating with plastic and pseudoplastic materials, for instance, flocculation
can be induced if a matte finish is desired and reduced if a highly glossy
surface finish is to be obtained. This is difficult to do with dilatant materials.
Many slurry pastes such as bentonites, asphalts, and cements, are mixed
automatically in a continuous manufacturing process to a predetermined
consistency by employing viscosity-indicating instruments. These instruments are used to actuate electromechanical means which in turn will
affect additions of preselected ingredients, if required, until the material
has the desired consistency.
4 . PAINTS AND LACQUERS

Many commercial paints have flow characteristics similar to thixotropic
plastic materials. The range of flow properties encountered by the con21
sumer of commercial paint products is summarized in Table V I . The
rheological properties were measured with a Stormer-type concentric
cylinder viscometer at a rate of shear that probably was not entirely the
same as the operational rates of shear in paint applications. Nevertheless,
TABLE VI
F L O W P R O P E R T I E S OF COMMERCIAL P A I N T S
21

(Fischer )
Product
Enamels, gloss
Enamels, semigloss
Flat or matte paints
Wall, water-dispersible°
Primers, metal
Varnishes

U
(poises)

f
(dynes/cm ?)

1.4-3.9
1.0-3.5
0.6-1.0
0.2-1.4
0.3-1.2
0.9-2.9

0-30
50-120
20-100
10-100
0-100
0

° Diluted as recommended by manufacturer.

Degree of
Thixotropy
Nil to
Slight
Slight
Slight
Nil to
Nil

slight
to marked
to marked
marked
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VII

A P P R O X I M A T E T I M E OF L E V E L I N G OF O I L F I L M S ON A N O N P O R O U S S U R F A C E A S
F U N C T I O N OF V I S C O S I T Y A N D F I L M T H I C K N E S S
21

(Data taken from Fischer. )
Viscosity
(poises)
<0.5
2.0
2.0
10.0
10.0

Leveling time
(min.)
<1.0
5.0
<0.5
>120
10

Film thickness
(mils.)
0 . 5 to 5 . 0
0.5
»0.5
0.5
»0.5

the data should present an interesting comparison, since they all were
taken at the same rate of shear. The table indicates the similarity in flow
properties of all types of commercial paints with plastic viscosities of less
2
than 4 poises and yield values not exceeding 120 dynes/cm. .
The rheological behavior of a paint and a lacquer during and after application determines the smoothness and perfection of the resulting film surface. Paints and lacquers can be applied to a substratum by brushing,
dipping, flow coating, and spraying. In all cases the flow out of the material
between the time of application and drying will determine to some extent
the characteristics of the finished surface.
The time that is required for flow-out of oils of different viscosity on a
21
nonporous surface depends on the layer thickness, as shown in Table V I I .
These data lead to the expected conclusions that leveling to a smoother
film takes less time with lower viscosity materials and for films of larger
film thickness. These conclusions should also be applicable to the leveling
of paint films, however, only if the operational viscosity is considered which,
at the moment of deposition on the substratum, is very different from that
of the bulk material contained in the spray gun and which continues to
21
increase while drying and leveling proceeds. It is said that the flow-out
will be complete in about 1 min. after deposition of the material for very
thin films if the viscosity does not exceed 1 poise. However, most materials
require a longer flow-out time, since the viscosity is frequently higher than
1 poise at 1 min. after deposition, either on account of a fast rate of viscosity increase during the spraying process or on account of a higher original
viscosity of the bulk material.
The rates of shear that are produced by brushing paints on a surface
iu
-1
were estimated by Williamson et al. to range from 130 to 2 6 0 sec. . He
arrived at these values by determining the rate of shear at which the order
1 24

1115

R. V. Williamson, G . D . Patterson, and J. K . Hunt, Ind. Eng. Chem. 21, 1 1 1 1 (1929).
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TABLE

VIII

C H A N G E I N F L O W P R O P E R T I E S OF A B R U S H E D B L A C K

ENAMEL

ON S O L V E N T E V A P O R A T I O N
13

(Fischer )
Time
(min.)

U
(poises)

0
2.5
5.0
7.5

1.9
14.0
30.0
167.0

/
2
(dynes/cm. )
0
24
520
6200

Type of flow
Newtonian
Plastic
Thixotropic plastic
Thixotropic plastic

of apparent viscosities of thixotropic paints exhibiting entirely different
flow behavior coincided with the order of ease of flow indicated by practical brushing tests. This value could also be obtained by assuming that
the brushing velocity is about 20 cm./sec. for a distance between substratum
1 11
and brush of about 0.1 cm. Asbeck estimates brushing rates of shear of
about 100 times those given by Williamson. Various other investigators
tried to correlate the flow properties of paints with their brushing be1 2 5 1 28
havior " and found that paints have good brushing properties if the
plastic viscosities range from 2 to 5 poises and the yield values from 400 to
2
1400 dynes/cm. . For nitrocellulose lacquers a viscosity ranging from 0.16
129
to 1.18 poises was found to be preferable. The reason for the lower viscosity in the latter case might very well be that the nitrocellulose lacquers
increase very rapidly in viscosity during and after application. T o demon73
strate this point, Table V I I I shows the rate of increase in plastic viscosity
and yield value on solvent evaporation for a brushed black enamel paint,
which is certainly rapid but less so than it would be for a nitrocellulose
lacquer.
A paint is considered to have good brushing properties when all brush
marks disappear during the drying process. This might be achieved by
rapid flow-out caused by low viscosity and yield value or by taking advantage of the thixotropic properties of the material. The former has the
disadvantage that it frequently leads to sag marks and "curtains," since
the low consistency causes the material to continue to flow after application until drying is sufficiently advanced. In fact, the danger of sagging is
always present if the film is applied in a layer that is too thick. The thixo1 26

W. H. Droste, Farben-Ztg. 37, 619-620, 655-657, 694-695 (1932).
W. H. Droste, Chem. Fabrik 7, 249-250 (1934).
R. Houwink, "Elasticity, Plasticity and Structure of Matter." Cambridge
Univ. Press, London and New York, 1937.
1 28
J. E. Arnold, Paint Technol. 9, 163-166 (1944).
1 29
J. H. Coughlin and R. F. Wint, Offic. Dig. Federation Paint & Varnish Production
Clubs 263, 694-696 (1946).
1 26
1 27
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tropic properties have the advantage of giving the material the low operational consistency needed for initial flow-out in order to prevent brush
1 30
marks and to obtain good leveling. At the same time, they provide the
material with a mechanism for increase in consistency by means of the
thixotropic buildup of structure that can be effective immediately after
application. However, a too rapid thixotropic increase in structural consistency can also be detrimental, because leveling and flow-out are not
1 3 1 , 1 23
instantaneous. It has indeed been s h o w n
that thixotropic materials
which decrease in consistency rapidly with rate of shear but rebuild their
structure slowly exhibit the best leveling characteristics and that a too
rapid increase in thixotropic structure can produce poor leveling.
Gel-lacquers that are used for dipping operations and produce coatings
with a film thickness up to 0.015 in. can range in viscosity from 20 to 40
1 33
poises. For the usual dip-lacquer finishes, however, the viscosity has to
be substantially less, since the applied coatings are only about
the thickness of those obtained with the gel-lacquers. The viscosity requirements for
flow coating operations should be similar to those for dip-lacquer operations,
since the process of drying and film forming is similar.
The viscosity of paints and lacquers, that are applied by spray-gun opera21
tions range from 0.4 to 1.2 poises. For hot spray lacquers applied at
around 170° F., the viscosity should be adjusted to about 2 poises at room
temperature, so that it will be less than 1 poise at the spraying temperature. The viscosity of hot plastic paints that are sprayed at temperatures
1 34
around 300° F. should be less than 1.5 poises. The viscosity is usually
adjusted to the required value by additions of solvent. The viscosity of the
bulk material has to be so low for spray-gun operations because the viscosity of the material will increase substantially during the spraying process; namely, from the time the material leaves the spray gun to the time
when it hits the substratum on which it is to be coated. The increase in
viscosity will, of course, depend on the volatility of the solvent and on the
temperature of operation. The change in flow properties of a typical material can account for an increase in viscosity to six times its original viscosity at a normal spraying distance of 8 to 12 in. A study of many of
1 35
these factors was made by Bogin.
When applying a paint by spraying, the droplet size of the spray will
greatly influence the appearance of the finished surface. A fine spray will
produce a glossy surface, whereas a coarse spray will give a matte finish,
1 30
1 31
1 32
1 33
1 34
1 36

E. L. McMillen, Ind. Eng. Chem. 2 3 , 676-679 (1931).
B. Saunders, J. Oil & Colour Chemists' Assoc. 3 1 , 95-106 (1948).
M. E. D. Jarret, J. Oil & Colour Chemists' Assoc. 3 1 , 337-378 (1948).
C. J. Malm and H. L. Smith, Ind. Eng. Chem. 3 8 , 937-941 (1946).
H. L. Aldrich, Paint, Oil, Chem. Rev. 110(2), 8, 30, 31, 34 (1947).
C. Bogin, Paint, Oil, Chem. Rev. 103(15), 7; (16), 16 (1941).
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unless leveling-out occurs before drying is completed. The drop size of the
spray is determined by the physical properties of the paint and the type
of atomizer employed. Paint spray guns are most frequently gas-atomizing
nozzles, where the paint is atomized by the impingement of a high-velocity
136
gas stream, which is usually air. The literature gives an empirical equation for the mean droplet size produced by a gas-atomizing nozzle, when the
liquid is a Newtonian fluid. In this equation the mean droplet diameter Do
is defined as a drop with the same ratio of volume to surface as the total
sum of all drops formed. The equation is
D o

=

586VVL
(vA

— ^L)VPL

(_^V" Λα»
45

5 9+ 7

Vv^LPL/

\

'

(26)

QA/

where Do is in microns, if the surface tension of the liquid aL is in dynes per
centimeter, the density of the liquid pL in grams per cubic centimeter, the
viscosity of the liquid M L in poises, the relative velocities of the liquid vL
and air vA in meters per second, and where QL is the liquid volume flow rate
and
is the air volume flow rate. Although this equation is not dimensionally correct, it fits well the experiments and is said to be generally
applicable to Newtonian liquids of 19 < σ < 73,0.7 < ρ < 1.2, and 0.003 <
μ < 0.5, provided that the gas or air velocity is subsonic. Since in paint
spraying those conditions are almost met, although paints have frequently
slightly higher viscosities and often deviate at least somewhat from true
Newtonian behavior, it is felt that the above equation is adequate to evaluate the effects of the physical properties of wet paints on the droplet size
of the spray. It is seen from equation (26) that, if the ratio of air volume
3
flow rate to liquid volume flow rate is large compared to 10 , the term containing this ratio becomes insignificantly small and Do depends primarily
3
on the surface tension; on the other hand, if this same ratio is equal to 10
and smaller, Do depends substantially on the viscosity. For production
3
paint spray guns having a ratio of Qa/QL in the order of 10 (the usual gas
volume flow rate is about 4 to 8 ft.Vmin. at 40 p.s.i. pressure, and the liquid
2
3
volume flow rate, being rather small, is in the order of 10" ft. /min.), the
viscosity term in equation (26) is not negligible and Do will increase with
an increase in paint viscosity.
One of the most common defects of spray-gun-applied films is "orange
peel," which is recognized by surface ripples that are similar in appearance
to those on the skin of an orange. The following mechanism has been suggested as a reason for the formation of "orange peel." The ripples could be
instigated by the irregular pattern that is formed by the coalescence of
liquid particles when the subsequent air blast impinges on the deposited
1 36

S. Nukiyama and Y . Tanasawa, Trans. Soc. Mech. Engrs. (Japan) 5 , 18, 63
(1939); J. H. Perry, (See ref. 123 J. H. Perry).
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material while it is still wet. Because of evaporation, the plastic viscosity
and yield value increase. At the same time cooling takes place, also increasing the viscosity of the material, so that the material hitting the object
might have increased in viscosity and yield value to such an extent that
the leveling time becomes substantially greater than the drying time, preventing the film from flowing out before drying is completed; thus the
ripples remain in the finished film. The presence of water in the composition is said to be conducive to orange peel and its removal has been suggested.

1 37

However, other investigators

73

found that water causes orange

peel only when it induces yield value, since the flocculated pigment will
then prevent good atomization and reduce flow-out and gloss. In a few
applications, a slight degree of orange peel is desirable to give the surface
a regular small pattern so as to assist in hiding more objectionable surface
blemishes.
Nomenclature
Area
Constants
Constants
Coefficient of thixotropic breakdown
Rate of shear correlation constant
C
Transition loss coefficient
CL
Solid concentration in suspension
c
dv/dx Rate of shear or velocity gradient
Pipe diameter
D
Mean droplet diameter
Do
F
Force
Yield value
f
Rate of shear or velocity gradient,
G
assuming constant viscosity
h
Height of inner cylinder (bob)
Κ
Instrument constant
Grain diameter indicating surface
h
roughness
Length of pipe and capillary
L
M
Constant
Coefficient of thixotropic breakMu
down
Constant
n
Exponent for viscosity power
N
function, or structure number
Ρ
Pressure
Pressure loss
ΔΡ
Percentage by volume
V
PI
Plasticity number PI =* fD/Uv
Volume flow rate
Q
A
a, A
b,B
Bu

1 37

R

Rb
Rc

Re

Rm
S
Se
S

Τ

Te
t

υ

V
Vu
ν
χ
a
V

ηο
θ

β
μο
Μ*
Ρ

σ

Any radius of capillary and pipe
(0 < R < Rw) and of rotational
viscometer (Rb < R < Rc)
Radius of inner cylinder (bob)
Radius of outer cylinder (cup)
Reynolds number Re = Dvp/
viscosity
Midpoint radius Rm = % (Rb + Rc)
Shearing stress
Total elastic shearing stress
s = f/Sv
Torque
Temperature
Time
Plastic viscosity
Volume
Coefficient of thixotropic breakdown
Velocity, also mean velocity
Coordinate perpendicular to the
shear, also length parameter
Constant
Apparent viscosity
Residual apparent viscosity
Coefficient of thixotropic breakdown
Newtonian viscosity
Solute viscosity in suspension
Material constant
Density
Surface tension

C. A. Hochwalt and P. E. Marling, Ind. Eng. Chem. 27, 190-192 (1935).
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Τ

β
φ
ω
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Relaxation time
Cone angle
Friction factor φ
Angular velocity

L
0

=

2DP/PLv

SUBSCRIPTS

Α
Ε

Refers to air
Refers to equilibrium condition

2

Ρ
w
1,2

Refers to liquid
Refers to intercept when not
otherwise specified
Refers to plug flow
Refers to wall of capillary and
pipe
Refers to different conditions

